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Abstract
The objective of this research is to develop polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles capable of stabilizing surfactant-generated supercritical CO₂ foam systems prepared for hydraulic fracturing applications. The polyelectrolyte pH, polycation/polyanion ratios and surfactant/PECNP ratios were optimized in order to generate stable polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles by maximizing the absolute zeta potential of the resulting nanoparticle. Next, high pressure, high temperature rheometer tests were conducted to study the bulk rheology of foam systems of varying surfactant/PECNP ratios for different foam qualities. The effect of shear, foam quality and presence of PECNP on the rheology of the foam was understood. Surfactant-PECNP generated scCO₂ foam showed better rheological properties than surfactant generated scCO₂ foam. The viscosity of the foam system increased with increase in foam quality. The same scCO₂ foam systems used in rheology experiments were tested for durability and stability in a view cell experiment both in the presence and the absence of crude oil. The foam lamellae were stabilized due to reduced dynamic movement of surfactant micelles caused by electrostatic interactions with PECNPs, this imparted high durability and stability to scCO₂ foam. The PECNP-surfactant generated foam proved to be more stable and durable compared to surfactant generated scCO₂ foam and foam stability increased with increase in foam quality. Supercritical CO₂ foam systems showed less durability in view cell test with crude oil, due to quick drainage of foam in presence of crude oil, which is favorable for improving the post fracture cleanup efficiency.
Based on the rheology and view cell test, the most optimized surfactant-PECNP ratio was found. Further, this ratio of surfactant-PECNP was used to generate scCO₂ foam for dynamic fluid loss and clean up experiments.

Dynamic fluid loss experiments were performed in the high pressure, high temperature foam setup. Supercritical CO₂ foam generated by surfactant had low fluid loss, thus low fluid loss coefficient. The fluid loss was even further reduced in case of scCO₂ foam generated by optimal surfactant/PECNP ratio.

Sand pack tests using crude oil from the Mississippian limestone play were performed to understand the post-fracture cleanup of CO₂ foam. Surfactant-generated scCO₂ foam showed promising cleanup efficiency. However, further increase in cleanup efficiency was observed by using the most optimal surfactant-PECNP generated scCO₂ foam.

Through this research, an optimal surfactant-PENCP generated scCO₂ foam system was developed for fluid loss control, rheological measurements, and to improve post fracture cleanup in hydraulic fracturing.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing has been used for reservoir stimulation to enhance hydrocarbon recovery from unconventional reservoirs like coal beds, tight sands and shale formations. Technological advances such as horizontal drilling made hydraulic fracturing a widespread technique to extract hydrocarbon especially natural gas from unconventional formations. Hydraulic fracturing is a water intensive process. The need for alternative fracturing fluid has increased due to limited availability and cost of using fresh water as well as increasingly stringent government regulations on use and disposal of fresh water. Based on the prediction of Environmental Protection Agency on 2011, 70 to 140 billion gallons of water are needed annually for hydraulic fracturing in the US (EPA, 2011).

Fracturing fluid is an essential component of hydraulic fracturing, it must have high enough viscosity to suspend and transport proppant into the fracture, low fluid loss and good clean up efficiency to increase productivity. Productivity of the well is affected due to damage to fracture conductivity caused by more viscous fluids such as cross linked gel (Barati and Liang, 2014; Barati et al., 2009). To minimize damage, less viscous fluids such as slickwater are used commonly in shale gas hydraulic fracturing, but, 30 to 90% of injected water can remain in the formation, which causes capillary pressure shifts and formation damage, resulting in less water recovery and negative impact on production (Penny et al., 2006; Barati et al., 2009; Economides and Nolte, 2000; Makhnov et al, 2012; Sharma and Agrawal, 2013). In this research, scCO$_2$ foam is used as fracturing fluid to address the above issues.

The objective of this research is to improve the performance of scCO$_2$ foam systems prepared using viscoelastic surfactants by applying polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles (PECNP) for hydraulic fracturing applications.
In this work, optimized pH of polyethylenimine and optimized mass ratio of polyethylenimine to dextran sulfate were determined based on minimizing particle size and maximizing absolute zeta potential. Next, the effects of varying foam quality and addition of PECNPs to viscoelastic surfactant on rheological properties were studied. Following the rheological measurements, the stability and durability of scCO$_2$ foam were studied in the view cell test. Dynamic fluid loss tests were performed next to study the effect of addition of PECNP to viscoelastic surfactants on fluid loss control of scCO$_2$ foam. Lastly, post fracture clean-up of scCO$_2$ foam was studied and compared with brine by performing sand pack tests.

Chapter 2 contains the literature review of foam fracturing fluids, fluid loss control and post fracture clean up. The role of surfactants and polyelectrolytes complex nanoparticle in improving the performance of scCO$_2$ foam was also reviewed in this section.

Summary of the materials and procedures used to perform experiments reported in this research are in chapter 3.

The results of tests performed in this research are presented and discussed in chapter 4. Optimized pH of polyethylenimine and optimized mass ratio of polyethylenimine to dextran sulfate are reported and summarized in this chapter. The results of the rheology and view cell tests are summarized and were used to find the optimized ratio of surfactant- PECNP system that was used in dynamic fluid loss and sand pack tests. Results of dynamic fluid loss tests and clean up study performed using sand pack tests are summarized.

Chapter 5 provides conclusion based on the results discussed in previous chapter.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

2.1 Hydraulic Fracturing

Hydraulic fracturing is a stimulation technique to increase rock permeability through creation of fractures to increase in-place hydrocarbon flow (Kohshour et al., 2016). It is the most commonly used technique for stimulating oil and gas wells in unconventional reservoirs like tight sands, coal beds and shale formation. Due to increase in rock permeability after the fracturing process, it contributes significantly to accessing the previously unrecoverable reserves and to increase production in already existing reservoirs.

2.1.1 History

The first hydraulic fracturing job was conducted based on the study of relationship between well performance and treatment pressure conducted by Floyd Farris of Stanolind oil and gas. It was conducted at the Hugoton gas field in Grant county of Kansas in 1947 (Charlez, 1997). Commercial treatments were first performed by Haliburton oil well cementing company in 1949 in Archer county, Texas and Stephens County, Oklahoma (Montgomery and Smith, 2010).

Extensive research by geologists on unconventional reservoirs made them aware that there were huge volumes of gas saturated sandstones with permeability generally less than 0.1 md (Law and Spencer, 1993). This potential for hydrocarbon extraction from low permeability reservoirs led to massive hydraulic fracturing (high volume hydraulic fracturing) in hard rock formations in the US like Green River Basin, Piceance Basin (Chancellor, 1977), San Juan Basin and the Denver Basin (Fast & Holman G, 1977). Due to its success, hydraulic fracturing spread quickly to western Canada, Netherlands and North Sea (Detlef, 1989).

As the sedimentary beds were nearly horizontal (Kalyani, 2013), in order to increase the contact area with the target formation horizontal drilling was performed. During the 1980s, many oil wells
were drilled horizontally by the operators in Austin chalk and it proved more effective than the vertical wells in producing hydrocarbon from this tight chalk formation (Bell, 1993). The conjunction of techniques such as directional drilling, high volume fracturing and micro-seismic monitoring with the development of multi-well pads and multi stage fractures made production of hydrocarbon from shales and other unconventional reservoirs technically and economically feasible.

**2.1.2 Rock Mechanics**

Natural examples of fractures are veins and dikes. Due to the repeated natural fracturing due to relatively high pore fluid pressures results in the formation of mineral vein systems evident in crack seal (Laubach, Reed, Olson, Lander, & Bonnell, 2004) and Dikes are minor intrusions in the upper part of the crust and it propagates in the form of fluid filled cracks (Gill, 2010). Due to the weight of the overlying rock strata and the cementation of the formation at great depth, the fractures in rocks are suppressed. So fracturing occurs when sufficient hydraulic pressure is provided by the fracturing fluids to overcome the tensile strength of the rock for the successful propagation of fracture into the formation (Economides and Nolte, 2000). In conventional terms, fractures are known to be oriented in a plane perpendicular to the minimum principal stress (Manthei, Eisenblätter, & Kamlot, 2003). In shale rocks, main fractures generate a network of micro fractures that are either opened or propagated by this main fracture. Application of lower viscosity fluids such as slickwater helps with generation of this network of micro-fractures.

Shales have very fine particles and grains. Conventional sandstones have permeability in the range of 0.5-20 md and gas shales have permeability in the range on 1-100 nd.
2.2 Hydraulic Fracturing Designs and Chemicals

Below are the various steps involved in implementing hydraulic fracturing in an unconventional well:

1) Commercial fracture design software is used to specify fracturing volume, rate, fracture length, height and complexity to design fractures that will stay in pay zone and achieve maximum production of hydrocarbon. The first few fractures are analyzed using micro seismic and fluid tracers to tune the results of the fracture model (Woodroof & Asadi, 2003) (King, 2012) (Fix & Frantz Jr, 1991).

2) Transport and storage of chemicals, fracturing water and equipment to the well construction site.

3) Preparation of fracturing fluid, followed by pumping it to the blender to mix with the proppants. This fracturing fluid with or without proppant, depending on the schedule designed for the fracturing stage, is injected into the formation through high pressure pumps.

4) Pumping of each fracture stage might last from 20 mins to 4 hours (King, 2012). High permeability flow paths are established in the formation due to networks of fractures. The fracturing process is also limited by loss of fluid into the formation as more rocks are contacted by the fracturing fluid.

5) For the first two-three weeks after the fracturing, flow back of the fracturing fluids will occur. Modelling of flow back behavior will help understand and optimize the well production operation (Gdanski, 2010).

6) The final stage is the production operation. This is generally automated with temperature and pressure sensors on the wellhead and downhole.
2.3 Fracturing Fluids

Fracturing fluids are essential component of fracturing process. Its main purpose is to create networks of fractures from the wellbore extending into the formation and to suspend and transport proppants to the fractures in the formation to sustain the conductivity of the fracture for production of hydrocarbon (Harris, 1988).

Selection of proper fracturing fluid has a direct impact on the production of hydrocarbon. It must have sufficient viscosity to carry proppant, create sufficient fracture width, limit fluid loss, should not damage the fracture conductivity during the flow back, should result in good clean up, and should be environmentally friendly and cost effective (Montgomery C., 2013).

2.3.1 Water-Based Fracturing Fluids

Slickwater, linear fluids, cross linked fluids and viscoelastic surfactant fluids are popular water based fracturing fluids. Basic slickwater formulation (Fontaine, 2008) used for hydraulic fracturing may include:

- Water: Fresh water (TDS< 500 ppm) or treated produced water forms the base of the fracturing fluid. It is about 98-99% of the total volume of the fracturing fluid.
- Proppant: Used to keep the fracture open when hydraulic pressure is removed. Usually sand or ceramic particles are used as proppants. It’s about 1-1.9% of the total volume of the fracturing fluid.
- Friction reducer: It is used to reduce the friction pressure of fluid flowing through the pipe at high pumping pressure, which in turn reduces the power output of the pump and fuel cost. Non-acid form of polyacrylamide is used as the friction reducer. It’s about 0.025% of total volume.
• Disinfectant: Common biocides like glutaraldehyde are used to control the growth of microbes that would destroy the gelled fracture fluids or might generate sour gas like H₂S. It’s about 0.005 % to 0.05 % of total volume (Enzien, 2011).

• Surfactants: Used to reduce surface tension and to prevent emulsion formation in the fracturing fluid.

• Gelation Chemicals: Gaur gum and cellulose polymers are sometimes used to improve viscosity of the fluid to carry proppants (Hoeman, 2011).

• Scale inhibitors: They are phosphate esters or phosphonates used to prevent scale precipitates, ion concentration problems in scale and reduce blockage of tubing and equipment (Houston, 2009) (Blauch, 2009).

• Corrosion inhibitor: They are used to reduce corrosion which damages the pipes. Generally used if acids are used for fracturing process and it comprises of 0.2 to 0.5 % of the total acid volume. (King, 2012).

2.3.2 Oil-Based Fracturing Fluids

This type of fracturing fluid is compatible with almost any type of formation but the cost is higher compared to other fluids and this should be handled with greater concern towards personal safety as they are flammable. The most commonly used oil-based fracturing fluid is liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) (Taylor R & Lestz, 2006).

2.3.3 Acid Based Fracturing Fluids

Acids in fracturing fluid etch the channels in the formation rock which forms the walls of the fracture. Therefore, the rock must be partially soluble in acid so that the rock can be etched to form the fractures. But the formation must have a continuous carbonate or limestone phase, so that the fractures formed by etching will be continuous. Disadvantage of using this fracture fluid is that
there might be high leakoff due to rapid reaction of acid with the formation and disposal of significant calcium carbonates in the flow back fluids should be managed properly (Williams, 1979).

### 2.3.4 Alcohol Based Fracturing Fluids

In low permeability formations, high clay content, low bottom-hole pressure and minimal fluid recovery alcohol based fracturing fluids can be used. Methanol is generally used as the base fluid (Antoci, 2001). Compared to water-based fracturing fluids, it is 3-4 times more expensive and concerns about personal safety are the limiting factors of using alcohol based fracturing fluids.

### 2.3.5 Gaseous Fracturing Fluids

Liquid CO$_2$ and N$_2$ are popular gaseous fracturing fluids. Potential advantages of using them are less water usage, few chemical additives used, reduced formation damage and formation of more micro fractures. But as it has low viscosity, lack of proppant delivery is reported as their main disadvantage resulting in a decreased fracture conductivity ((Al-Adwani et al, 2008); (Wang et al, 2012); (Gupta et al, 2005)).

### 2.3.6 Foam Based Fracturing Fluids

Foams are the best fracturing fluid in places where water is scarce ((Neill et al, 1964) (Yost II et al, 1993) (Gupta et al, 2005)). CO$_2$ and N$_2$ based foams are widely used fracturing fluids. The main advantages of using energized foams as fracturing fluids are discussed below (Kohshour et al, 2016) (Products, 2013):

- Foam fracturing fluids minimize the amount of water used for hydraulic fracturing. In areas with water scarcity or strict local regulations on water usage, foam fracturing will be very
effective. Also it alleviates environmental concerns and treatment costs of produced water due to reduced usage of water to generate foam.

- As foams have better rheological properties than cryogenic and slickwater fracturing fluids, their proppant placement tend to be improved comparatively. They suspend and transport proppants more effectively compared to the gaseous fluids or slickwater.

- Fluid loss from fracturing fluid into the formation causes formation damage, results in capillary pressure shift and water blockage. The relative permeability to gas is significantly reduced due to water blockage (Parekh, 2004). Fluid loss is significantly reduced using foams as a fracturing fluid.

- Clean up efficiency of the energized fluids is significantly higher compared to water-based fracturing fluids, which will result in better productivity of hydrocarbons. Also fracturing fluids such as cross-linked fluids might damage fracture conductivity. This damage amount is significantly reduced with foams as fracturing fluids.

**Challenges of using foam based fracturing fluids:**

- Rheological characterization of foams is complex in a porous media and it is complicated to predict the flow behavior of foam fracturing fluids in porous media (Gandossi, 2013).

- Foam fracturing fluids might be corrosive or non-corrosive depending on the foam’s gaseous and liquid phase, temperature, materials employed and presence of water. For example, at a temperature of 40°C and pressure of 1160 psi, increase in water salinity from 1000 ppm to 10,000 ppm results in 87% increase in corrosion rate of X65 pipeline steel (Ansarizadeh et al, 2015). Therefore, when designing hydraulic fracturing process, engineers must design the characteristics of foam in such a way that corrosion is minimum.
Cost of using foam fracturing fluids depends on transportation and storage of gas to the oilfield. For example, CO$_2$ must be compressed and transported to the field using pipeline or tankers. Transportation through already existing pipeline networks will reduce the cost significantly, otherwise the operation cost might increase (Benson et al., 2010).

As the viscosity of foam increases with foam quality, higher surface pumping pressure is required for high quality foam (Gandossi, 2013).

2.4 CO$_2$ Foam as Fracturing Fluid

Choice of fracturing fluid has a direct impact on productivity of the well (Amstrong et al., 1996). CO$_2$ foam has been used and tested to give acceptable results as far back as the 1980s in South Texas (Friehauf et al., 2009). Recent studies indicate that fracturing using CO$_2$ foam can achieve economically significant hydrocarbon recovery and improve well performance by 1.6 to 2.1 times compared to non-foam based fracturing fluids like gelled or water-based fluids. (Burke and Nevison, 2011; Yost, 1994; Friehauf et al., 2009; Friehauf and Sharma, 2009; Linde, 2013).

2.4.1 Foams

Foam is a colloidal dispersion with liquid as the continuous phase and gas as the discontinuous phase (Schramm L. L., 1994). Foam lamellae separates the gas phase from the liquid phase and should be stable for a stable and durable foam. Foaming agents such as surfactants and finely divided solids are used to reduce the surface tension and protect the interface to prevent coalescence (Schramm L. L., 2000).

2.4.2 Foam Stability

Foams are not thermodynamically stable and their degree of kinetic stability is an important aspect of foam stability (Schramm L. L., 1994). Film thinning and film rupturing result in the instability of foams. In the process of film thinning, the total surface area is not reduced, but it results in
thinning of liquid film between the two gas bubbles. In film rupturing, the liquid film is ruptured, resulting in coalescence of two bubbles (Schramm L. L., 1994). Interfacial and bulk properties such as dispersion force, electrostatic force, repulsive force, stability of electrical double layer, and rheological properties affect the stability of the foam (Schramm L. L., 1994).

2.4.3 Mechanism of Foam Generation

The three main mechanism involved in foam generation are discussed below:

Snap off Mechanism

When the entry pressure of the gas is higher than the capillary pressure, gas enter the pore body through the pore throat, resulting in the formation of lamellae (Rossen W. R., 1996). Therefore, the lamellae is formed due to snap off when the local capillary pressure is lower than the entry pressure of the pore throat.

Division Mechanism

When a mobile lamella enters a pore throat it divides as it enters the branching point, provided the pore throat doesn’t contain any liquid phase or another lamellae (Schramm L. L., 1994). Thus breaking of mobile foam creates lamellae (Rossen W. R., 1996).

Leave Behind Mechanism

When the gas enters porous media already saturated with aqueous phase, the gas saturation increases and foam is generated at the pore throat during drainage (Rossen W. R., 1996).

2.5 Supercritical CO₂ Foam

In this research supercritical CO₂ (scCO₂) and aqueous phase are used to generate foam. When CO₂ is subjected to a pressure and temperature above critical point (end point of phase equilibrium curve) both liquid and vapor coexist (Sven, 2000). This is known as supercritical CO₂. The critical point for CO₂ is 31.1°C and 1071 psia, and the critical density is 0.469 g/cm³ (Reid et al, 1987). In
In this research, all the tests performed using foam are at 1300 psi and 40°C, so the CO₂ used in this research is scCO₂. Aqueous phase used in this research are solutions of surfactant or surfactant-polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles (PECNP) with brine. It is necessary to understand the surface chemistry, to understand the reason to add PECNP to the aqueous phase to stabilize the foam.

Repulsive electrostatic forces stabilize the foam by preventing the thinning of the film depending on the charge density and film thickness (Schramm L. L., 1994). Electrical double layer is formed based on the charge of the ions. The inner layer of the electrical double layer is made by the adsorbed ions and the diffuse layer includes ions governed by electrical and thermal motion (Schramm L. L., 2000).

Metastable common black films are formed when the foam is stabilized by repulsive forces. This happens when electrical double layer overlap between two charged interface. The total interaction energy \( V_T \) is the yield of both attractive \( V_A \) and repulsive force \( V_R \) between two charged surfaces. The DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) theory can estimate this energy change between two charged surfaces (Schramm L. L., 1994).

Equation 1,

\[
V_T = V_R + V_A
\]

Polyelectrolytes adhere to the interface and provides thick coating to the film and, prevents two interface from interacting. Thus stabilizing the interface through steric repulsion (Hunter, 1988) (Petkova, 2012). In this research, effect of PECNP with surfactant in the aqueous phase of the foam was studied and compared with foam generated by surfactant solutions only.
2.5.1 Surfactant

Surface active agents that lowers the surface or interfacial tension between two liquid phases or liquid and solid phase are called surfactants (Rosen, 2012). Surfactants are amphiphilic, it has hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail (Lipid, 2012).

Surfactants reduce the interfacial tension, which in turn decrease of capillary pressure and surface energy, resulting in reduced drainage. In addition, they stabilize the interface by increasing the surface charge, thus increasing the repulsive force to stabilize the interface (Eftekhari, 2015).

Classification of Surfactants

Tail or hydrophobic part of surfactant generally consist of hydrocarbon chain and it is fairly similar among different surfactants. They have either one tail or two tails (double chained). Based on the charge of polar head group, surfactants are classified as anionic (negatively charged), cationic (positively charged), nonionic (no charge) and zwitterionic (contains both positive and negative charge). The surfactant used in this research (HDP 0761-12-2AM) to generate scCO₂ is an amphoteric (able to react both as an acid and base) surfactant.

2.5.2 Polyelectrolytes

Polymers with electrolytes in their repeating groups are known as polyelectrolytes. Polyelectrolyte solutions are electrically conductive like salts and viscous solutions like polymer (Gennes, 1979). Due to dissociation of groups in aqueous solution, they acquire charge. The entropy increases due to dissociation process, resulting in release of counter ions into the aqueous solutions, this in turn results in electrochemical interaction of polymer chain with the oppositely charged counter ions (Koetz J. S., 2001) (Koetz J. a., 2006) (Li, 2013). This process results in counter-ion condensation onto poly-ion chain (Manning, 1979).
Based on a polyelectrolytes’ ability to dissociate, it can be classified as strong (completely dissociates in solution) and weak (partially dissociates in solution). Based on charge, polyelectrolytes can be classified as polyanion (negatively charged ionic group), polycation (positively charged ionic group) and polyampholytes (carry both positively and negatively charged ionic group) (Jenkins, Kratochvíl, Stepto, & Suter, 1996).

Polyelectrolyte used in this research are Polyethylenimine (PEI), which is a branched polycation and Dextran Sulfate, which is a polyanion.

**2.5.3 Polyelectrolyte-Surfactant Interaction**

Electrostatic and hydrophobic forces govern the stability of the surfactant-polyelectrolyte binding. Polyelectrolyte binding with surfactant molecule results in the release of counter ions, which in turn causes coulombic attraction between oppositely charged ions (Koetz J. a., 2006) (Li, 2013) (Lapitsky & Kaler, 2007) and this interaction depends on the charge density (Lapitsky & Kaler, 2007). Surfactant hydrophobicity and the ionic strength governs the hydrophobic interaction and the surfactant-polyelectrolyte binding below critical charge density is governed by hydrophobic interaction (Israelachvili, 1991) (Hayakawa, 1982).

**Effect of Polyelectrolyte-Surfactant Interactions on Foam Stability**

Dispersion forces (weak intermolecular force) and electrical double layer governs the stability of microscopic and mesoscopic thin liquid films in the foam (Kristen, 2010). Electrical double layer consists of Stern layer (inner layer with adsorbed counter ion) and diffuse layer where thermal motions and electrical forces influence the distribution of ions (Schramm L. L., 2000) (Schramm L. L., 1994). Zeta potential is the electro-kinetic potential between stationary Stern layer attached to the dispersed particle and dispersion medium (Schramm L. L., 2000). Higher zeta potential value increases the stability of the system.
Presence of polyelectrolyte affects the stratification (discontinuous thinning) of foam film. Concentration above the overlap concentration ($C^*$) of the polyelectrolyte and below the critical aggregate concentration of the surfactant and polyelectrolyte causes oscillation of the disjoining pressure in the polyelectrolyte network in the film core, this causes stratification which is irreversible process (Kristen, 2010) (Koetz J. a., 2006). Increase in pressure causes layers of the network pressed out of the film and this steps of thickness follows power law scale, the relation between thickness and concentration for different type of polyelectrolytes are given below (Kristen, 2010) (Koetz J. a., 2006),

$$\Delta h \propto c^{1/2} \quad \text{– Linear polyelectrolyte}$$

$$\Delta h \propto c^{1/3} \quad \text{– Branched polyelectrolyte like PEI}$$

### 2.5.4 Polyelectrolyte Complex Nanoparticles Used in scCO$_2$ Foam Generation

Electrostatic and hydrophobic forces govern the formation of polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticle (PECNP) (Li, 2013). In this research, Dextran Sulfate (anionic polyelectrolyte) and PEI (cationic polyelectrolyte) are mixed in various ratios to form PECNP. Dextran Sulphate is water soluble and reduces the toxicity of PEI (Waree T & Middaugh, 2003).

This system was first studied and applied as delivery vehicle in pharmaceutical application by Tiyaboonchai (Tiyaboonchai, 2003). She adjusted the ratio of PEI to DS to control the particle size and found that colloidal protective nature of PEI prevents the aggregation of nanoparticles. This study on PECNP was used by Barati for the entrapment and controlled release of enzymes for fracture fluid cleanup (Barati, 2010). In his study, he found that PECNP system was stable under shear, thus flow through pipe lines and well bore will not affect the system (Barati, 2010). The same system was used by Bose et al. as a fluid loss additive and breaker encapsulating agent for hydraulic fracturing applications (Bose, 2014).
The above mentioned work provided a basis for this research to use PECNP to improve the surfactant generated scCO\textsubscript{2} foam as fracturing fluid for dynamic fluid loss control and efficient fracture clean up in hydraulic fracturing application.

2.6 Fluid Loss

Filtration of fluids on the surface of fracture or formation causes the invasion of filtrate into the formation from the fracturing fluid (Howard, 1957). The liquid invasion into the reservoir causes physical damage by processes such as clay swelling and hydraulic damage by shifting the capillary pressure and relative permeability curves (Ayoub, 2006). Fluid loss depends on permeability of the formation, pressure difference between injection and reservoir and initial water saturation. Damages due to fluid loss are significant in shale with smectite and montromorillonite due to increased clay content (Barati, 2009) and in case of ultra-tight formations, there might be significant fluid loss through naturally induced micro fractures (Barati and Liang, 2014).

2.6.1 Dynamic fluid loss

Effect of shear rate on the viscosity and filter cake formation are considered in the dynamic fluid loss. There are three stages in the dynamic fluid loss (Navarette & Cawiezel, 1996) (Vitthal, 1996) (McGowen, 1996) (Roodhart, 1985)

- Initiation of filter cake formation (spurt loss)
- Buildup of filter cake
- Equilibrium developed between pressure drop across the cake and shear stress due to fluid flow along the fracture.

The fluid loss during the equilibrium is shown using a dynamic fluid loss model, by Carter (Howard and Fast, 1957) demonstrated using Equation 8.
2.7 Post Fracture Cleanup

Fracture conductivity has a direct impact on the well productivity. Viscous fracturing fluids such as cross linked gel might cause damage to fracture conductivity due to incomplete fracture cleanup (Barati and Liang, 2014; Barati et al., 2009). However, foams destabilize and breaks in the presence of crude oil (Schramm L. L., 1994), which will increase the post-fracture cleanup efficiency.

According to Schramm (Schramm L. L., 1994) crude oil destabilizes foam, based on the steps given below:

- Imbibition of oil into the foam lamellae, destabilizes the pseudo-emulsion film which might result in thinning (Talebian, 2013).
- Marangoni flow (mass transfer along an interface between two fluids due to surface tension gradient) due to penetration of oil causes contraction and expansion of lamellae.
- The spreading of oil across the interface might cause rupture of the lamellae.
Chapter 3. Methods and Materials

All the chemicals used during the course of this research are presented in this chapter. This chapter also describes the methodologies implemented to achieve a stable supercritical CO₂ foam using polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles. Below are the high temperature, high pressure experimental setups used in this research:

- Zeta potential and particle size measurements through Omni instrument
- Rheometer setup to study the rheological properties of the supercritical CO₂ foam
- View cell setup to study the foam durability and stability both in the presence and absence of crude oil
- IFT setup to understand interfacial tension properties of both (air-surfactant/PECNP) and (CO₂- surfactant/PECNP) systems
- Dynamic fluid loss tests to study the fluid loss of CO₂ foam
- Sand pack tests to study the post-fracture cleanup efficiency of CO₂ foam

3.1 Chemicals

The chemicals used along with their physical properties, chemical properties and product specification are summarized below.

3.1.1 Surfactant

The surfactant used was an aqueous solution of a proprietary surfactant designated HDP 0761-12-2AM. We will refer to it as “2AM” in this research. It is an amphoteric surfactant which has a density of 1.0688 g/ml at 25°C. It was provided by Harcos Chemicals Inc, Kansas City, Kansas, USA. (SDS# RD00364).
The main composition of 2AM is given in the Table 1 below, and based on this the surfactant is 30-40% active.

Table 1. Chemical composition of 2AM (obtained from MSDS sheet provided by Harcos Chemicals Inc)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical name</th>
<th>CAS number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>7732-18-5</td>
<td>60-&lt;70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Chloride</td>
<td>7647-14-5</td>
<td>5-&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Chloro-1,2-Propanediol</td>
<td>96-24-2</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other components below reportable levels</td>
<td></td>
<td>30-&lt;40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Polyethylenimine

The Polyethylenimine (PEI, Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA. CAS# 9002-98-6) used in this work is a branched polycation composed of the amine group and two carbon aliphatic CH₃CH₂ spacer as the repeating groups and has an average molecular weight of 25,000 g.mol⁻¹ as reported by Sigma Aldrich. It contains primary, secondary and tertiary amino groups in the approximate ratio of 1:2:1 (Figure 1). The PEI is a liquid with a density of 1.03 g/ml at 25°C and viscosity is between 1.3*10⁴-1.8*10⁴ cP at 50°C.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of branched PEI (Anandan, 2017) (Drawn by Stephen J. Johnson, used by permission)
3.1.3 Dextran Sulphate

Dextran Sulfate (DS) is a polyanion with an average molecular weight of 500,000 g.mol$^{-1}$. Figure 2 below shows the chemical structure of DS. It was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA. (CAS# 9011-18-1).

![Chemical Structure of Dextran Sulphate Monomer](image)

Figure 2. Chemical Structure of Dextran Sulphate Monomer (Barati, 2010) (Drawn by Stephen J. Johnson, used by permission)

3.1.4 Brine

2 wt% sodium chloride (NaCl) solution was prepared using deionized water. Sodium chloride was purchased from Fisher Chemical, New Jersey, USA (CAS# 7647-14-5, ACS certified).

3.1.5 Crude Oil

Mississippian limestone play (MLP) crude oil was used for both view cell and sand pack tests to study the fracture cleanup process. The density and viscosity of the crude oil at 40°C were 0.82 g/ml and 3.88 cP, respectively. The crude oil used was not filtered.

3.1.6 Hydrochloric acid

12N Hydrochloric acid was used to adjust the pH of PEI solution to prepare the polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticle. It was purchased from Fisher Chemical, New Jersey, USA (CAS # 7647-01-0, ACS certified).
3.1.7 Cores

Kentucky tight sandstone outcrop cores were used for the dynamic fluid loss experiment. These core plugs have the diameter and length of 0.88 in and 0.99 in, respectively. The porosity and permeability of the core were 12.91 % and 0.11 mD, respectively. Figure 3 shows the image of the dry Kentucky core used for the dynamic fluid loss experiment.

![Figure 3. Image of dry Kentucky core](image)

3.1.8 Proppants

Ceramic proppant of 20/40 mesh size was used for the sand pack test. The proppant was provided by CARBO Ceramics. Figure 4 shows the image of the proppant used.

![Figure 4. Proppant used for the sand pack test](image)
3.2 Sample Preparation

3.2.1 Polyethylenimine Solution

A 1 wt% PEI solution was prepared using 2 wt% NaCl brine, stirred at 600 rpm for 60 minutes. The average initial pH of PEI solution was 11.2 which is basic in nature. PEI solution of pH 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5 were prepared by addition of 12N HCl solution. As pH of 8.5 gave the most optimized particles (presented in the Results and Discussion section), all the other tests were performed using PEI solution of pH 8.5. Titration curve of 322 g of 1 wt% PEI in 2 wt% NaCl with initial pH of 11.2 at 25°C using 12N HCl is shown in Figure 5 below,

![Titration curve of 322g of 1wt% PEI in 2wt% NaCl](image)

Figure 5. Titration curve of 322g of 1wt% PEI in 2wt% NaCl

3.2.2 Dextran Sulphate Solution

The DS solution was prepared in 2 wt% NaCl brine. The solution was stirred at 600 rpm for 60 minutes and the final concentration of the DS in the solution was 1 wt%. The pH of 1 wt% DS solution prepared using 2 wt% NaCl was measured to be 7.
3.2.3 Surfactant Solution

The surfactant (2AM) solution was prepared in 2 wt% NaCl brine. The solution was stirred at 600 rpm for 20 minutes and the final concentration of the 2AM in the solution was 1 wt%.

3.2.4 Polyelectrolyte Complex Nanoparticles (PECNP)

Initially four different mass ratios of 1:1:0.1, 2:1:0.1, 3:1:0.1 and 4:1:0.1 for solutions of PEI: DS: 2 wt% NaCl and four different pH values of 8, 8.5, 9 and 9.5 for 1wt% PEI were prepared. Based on the particle size and zeta potential tests (presented in the Results and Discussion section), 3:1:0.1 ratio of PEI: DS: 2wt% NaCl with pH of 8.5 for 1wt% PEI showed the most optimum properties. Therefore, for all the other tests PECNP was prepared in the ratio of 3:1:0.1 of PEI (1wt%, pH 8.5): DS (1 wt %): 2% NaCl and was stirred at 600 rpm for 20 minutes.

3.2.5 Surfactant-PEI System

The surfactant-PEI solution was prepared using PEI (1 wt% PEI in 2wt% NaCl) of pH 8, 8.5 and 9 and in a ratio of 9:1. Surfactant solution of 1.11 wt% was prepared and mixed with PEI solution at 600 rpm for 20 minutes to prepare solutions of 2AM: PEI ratio of 9:1. The final concentration of surfactant in the 2AM: PEI solution was 1 wt%.

3.2.6 Surfactant-PECNP Solution

The surfactant solution was prepared in brine and was mixed with PECNP solution in 7 different ratios from 3:7 to 9:1 of 2AM: PECNP. Based on the particle size and zeta potential measurements (see Results and Discussion), 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, and 9:1 were determined to be the most optimized ratios for 2AM: PECNP. Surfactant solution of 1.67 wt%, 1.43 wt%, 1.25 wt% and 1.11 wt% were prepared and mixed with PECNP solution at 600 rpm for 20 minutes to prepare solutions of 2AM: PECNP ratio of 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, and 9:1 respectively. The final concentration of surfactant in the 2AM: PECNP solutions was kept constant at 1 wt%.
3.2.7 Foam Quality

Foam quality refers to volumetric gas content, i.e. gas volume by foam volume at a given temperature and pressure. The supercritical CO\textsubscript{2} foam quality of 70\%, 80\%, 90\% and 95\% were used to perform the rheology tests, view cell tests, dynamic fluid loss tests and sand pack tests. For all the four foam qualities the total foam flow rate was always maintained at 6 ml/min. For example, to generate 90\% foam quality, the CO\textsubscript{2} pump was operated at a flow rate of 5.4 ml/min and the aqueous solution pump was operated at a flow rate to 0.6 ml/min, which resulted in a total flow rate of 6ml/min.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

3.3.1 Vial Tests

Vial tests were used as screening tests before zeta potential and particle size measurements were conducted. Surfactant-PEI and Surfactant-PECNP solutions were prepared and transferred to vials. The vials were hand shaken and left inside an oven maintained at 40°C. The decay of foam was analyzed by plotting foam height vs time. Figure 6 shows the vials with 2AM: PEI and 2AM: PECNP solutions.

![Figure 6. Vials containing different solutions. Starting from left, 2AM-PEI and PEI: DS: 2% NaCl ratios of 1:1:0.1, 2:1:0.1, 3:1:0.1 and 4:1:0.1](image)
3.3.2 Zeta Potential and DLS Particle Size Measurements

In order to select the optimized ratio of PEI: DS: 2 wt% NaCl, 2AM: PECNP as well as the most favorable pH of the final fluid system, zeta potential and mean particle size were measured for different samples using a Brookhaven Omni instrument (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, New York, USA). Figure 7 below shows the Brookhaven ZetaPALS instrument.

![Brookhaven Omni instrument](image)

Figure 7. Brookhaven Omni instrument

The electro kinetic motion of the particles away from the charged inner surface within the electrical double layer is measured by the zeta potential or electro kinetic potential. The significance of zeta potential is that its value can be related to the stability of colloidal dispersions; an increase in absolute zeta potential increases electrostatic repulsion and this confer stability and when the
potential is low, attraction exceeds repulsion and the dispersion will break and flocculate. The interaction energy between the charged particles is determined by the potential distribution, which in turn is responsible for the stability of particles towards coagulation and affects many aspects of the flow behavior of the colloidal suspension. (Hunter, 1988; Moayedi et al., 2011).

This instrument measures the particle size using dynamic light scattering at an angle of 90 degrees. Zeta potential of the sample was determined using mean particle size and electrophoretic mobility of each sample. The samples were diluted 10 times using 1mM KCl and three readings were taken to find the average zeta potential.

Based on the results of zeta potential test (shown in Results and Discussion section), PECNP formulation of 3:1:0.1 of PEI: DS: 2% NaCl with PEI ratio of 8.5 was found to be the most optimized ratio. This PECNP formulation was used in all surfactant-PECNP solutions that was used as aqueous phase to generate scCO$_2$ foam in all the rheometer, view cell, IFT, dynamic fluid loss and sand pack tests.

3.3.3 Experimental operating conditions

All the upcoming tests were performed at 1300 psi and 40°C. At this pressure and temperature CO$_2$ will be in supercritical state. In rheology, view cell, dynamic fluid loss and sand pack tests the total foam flow rate was always maintained at 6 ml/min for all the four foam qualities.

3.3.4 Rheology Test

Rheological properties of foam are essential components to suspend and transport proppant to the fracture. As CO$_2$ foams are pseudo plastic fluids their viscosity decreases with increase in shear rate. The viscosity of the surfactant generated CO$_2$ foam and surfactant-PECNP CO$_2$ foam were measured using an Anton Paar rheometer. Figure 8 shows the schematic flow diagram of the
rheometer setup. Three types of tests were performed to understand the rheological properties of the CO₂ foams. They were,

- Dynamic tests (foam generated and sheared continuously)
- Static tests (foam generation stopped, measuring cell was isolated and foam was sheared)
- Ramp tests (shear sweep was performed on the foam)

CO₂ foam generated using 1% 2AM, 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, 6:4 2AM: PECNP as aqueous phase at foam qualities of 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95% were all tested in rheology experiments. Results of foam performance with and without PECNP was compared to choose the most optimized system for dynamic fluid loss and clean up experiments.

**Procedure**

Figure 9 shows the image of the Anton Paar rheometer setup. Three ISCO pumps were required for this test. ISCO pump A was used for supercritical CO₂ injection, pump B for the aqueous phase and pump C to withdraw the CO₂ foam after coming out of the measuring cup to maintain the pressure constant in the setup. Pump A was refilled with CO₂ at 6°C and around 800 psi, and the temperature was increased to 40°C to increase the pressure of CO₂. All the pumps and lines were always maintained at 40°C using heaters. The system was pressurized to 1300 psi. Supercritical CO₂ and aqueous phase (surfactant or PECNP-surfactant) were pumped from two pumps A and B, respectively, through a 7-μm inline mixer to generate foam. Flow rates of ISCO pump A and B were set based on the desired foam quality at which the experiments were to be performed. CO₂ foam generated after the inline mixer was injected into the bottom of the annulus between two co-axial cylinders in the measuring cup, which was also maintained at 40 °C. The geometry is double gap and the cylinder that rotates was in the annulus between two stationary cylinders with the torque values of up to 300 mN.m, using a magnetic coupling (shown in Figure 10) providing drive
to rotate the cylinder. After exiting the top of the measuring cup, the foam passed through a glass view cell to check the quality of the foam at the beginning of the test. Next, foam reached the receiving ISCO pump, which was refilled at the same rate at which the foam was being injected, thereby maintaining the pressure in the system. The system was de-pressurized by slowly opening ISCO pump C exit valve after the test.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the Rheometer Setup (Anandan, 2017)
Figure 9. Anton Paar rheometer used for rheological measurements

Figure 10. Various parts of the magnetic coupling and spindle setup
**Dynamic test**

In this test, the foam was generated continuously at the desired foam quality and sheared at 2000 s\(^{-1}\) for 45 minutes, with the viscosity being recorded at 30 s intervals (i.e. 90 measurements). The viscosity was measured against time. Figure 11 shows the screenshot of the rheoplus software used to run both dynamic and static tests.

**Static Test**

After the dynamic test, foam generation (i.e. all the three pumps) was stopped and valves on both sides of the rheometer were closed to isolate the measuring cup at constant pressure to perform static test. The foam in the measuring cup was sheared again at 2000 s\(^{-1}\) for 45 minutes with 90 measuring points and viscosity vs time was measured.

![Figure 11. Screen shot of rheoplus software to run dynamic and static test](image_url)
Ramp Test

Ramp test was performed to understand the behavior of foam at different shear rate. Static foam was sheared from 2000 s\(^{-1}\) to 100 s\(^{-1}\) (ramp down) and then sheared from 100 s\(^{-1}\) to 2000 s\(^{-1}\) (ramp up) for a total time of 30 minutes with 60 measuring points for each test. Figure 12 shows the screenshot of the rheoplus software used to run ramp test. Oswald de Waele power law equation shown in Equation 2 was used find the flow consistency and flow behavior indices.

Equation 2,

\[ \mu_{\text{eff}} = K \left( \frac{du}{dy} \right)^{n-1} \]

Where,

K: Flow consistency index

N: Flow behavior index

\( \mu_{\text{eff}} \): Effective viscosity
3.3.5 View Cell Test

In order to determine the stability and durability of the CO\textsubscript{2} foam, view cell experiments were performed. The experimental setup was designed to withstand high temperature and pressure, and was constructed inside a large oven. A sapphire view cell was used to observe the decay of foam, time-lapse images of the foam decay were acquired without opening the oven by using a GoPro camera and LED light source, were later analyzed to plot foam column height versus time. CO\textsubscript{2} foam generated using 1\% 2AM, as well as solutions prepared with 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, and 6:4 ratios of 2AM: PECNP as aqueous phase were tested at foam qualities of 70\%, 80\%, 90\%, and 95\%. They were all tested in view cell experiment with and without crude oil. Results of foam performance with and without PECNP were compared to choose the most optimized system for dynamic fluid loss and cleanup experiments.

View Cell Test with No Oil

Figure 13 shows schematic diagram of the CO\textsubscript{2} foam setup. This setup was used to perform view cell tests (in the presence and the absence of crude oil), dynamic fluid loss tests and sand pack tests. Apart from these experiments, this setup can be used to perform core flood and shear loop, which was not part of this research. In Figure 13, the lines in the schematic are highlighted in green to show the path of refilling the left accumulator. In order to refill the LH accumulator, the gear pump used for pumping the surfactant solution was primed to remove air bubbles and was connected to valve 1. Next, valves 1 and 10 were opened, and the gear pump was turned on. Soltrol coming out after valve 10 was collected in a beaker. After refilling the left accumulator, the gear pump was stopped, disconnected and valve 1 was closed.
Pressurizing the system

Three ISCO pumps of capacity 103 ml were needed to run this test. Pump A&B act as one single pump and they pump the Soltrol into both left and right accumulator by opening valve 10 and 11, respectively. Pump C is used to pump supercritical CO\textsubscript{2}. Pump C was refilled with CO\textsubscript{2} at 6°C and
the pressure at this temperature will be around 780 psi. The setup was pressurized by opening valve 10, 3, 13 and 14R and running the pump A&B at a lower flow rate of 5 ml/min. Then pressure was applied to back pressure regulator 1 using N₂ by opening valve B1. Pressure of BPR 1 was increased in steps of 25 psi, as the pump A&B are running this in turn will increase the system pressure. Once the system pressure reached 900 psi, pump A&B were stopped, valve 10 and 3 were closed, and pump C valve was opened to introduce CO₂ to the system. Then the temperature of pump C was set to 40°C. As the temperature of pump C increases from 6°C to 40°C, the pressure will increase. Therefore, the BPR#1 pressure was also increased in such a way that differential pressure (pressure difference between nitrogen and CO₂ side in the BPR) across diaphragm in the BPR were always less than 400 psi, because differential pressure above 400 psi may damage the diaphragm. Meanwhile oven was turned on and temperature was set at 40°C.

**Running the Experiment**

Once the system temperature and pressure reached 40°C and 1300 psi, respectively, valve 10 and 3 were opened and it was made sure that valve 13 and 14R are opened. Aqueous phase (surfactant or PECNP-surfactant) and supercritical CO₂ were injected through a 7-µm inline mixer to generate foam. Flow rates of ISCO pumps were set based on the desired foam quality at which the experiments were to be performed. After the view cell was filled with foam and pump C was almost empty, all the pumps were stopped and view cell was isolated by closing valve 13 and 14R. GoPro camera was switched on and set in time lapse mode to acquire image of foam decay every one minute. Green lines in Figure 14 below shows the flow path to run the view cell test.
Depressurizing and Cleaning the System

After the foam completely decayed, all the heaters and oven were turned off, valves 13 and 14R was opened, N₂ cylinder valve was closed and the system was depressurized by opening the BPR valve. Once the system pressure fell below 20 psig, the left accumulator was emptied by running pumps A&B. Then the left accumulator was refilled with RO water to clean the system. All the
lines and view cell were cleaned by opening valves 10, 3, 13 and 14R and running the pump A&B. Once the left accumulator was emptied, the pump was stopped and all the valves were closed.

**View Cell Test In the Presence of Crude Oil**

This test was performed to understand the stability and durability of CO$_2$ foam in the presence of crude oil.

**Procedure**

First, the left accumulator was refilled with aqueous phase (surfactant or surfactant-PECNP solution) following the same procedure as the view cell experiment with no oil.

**Refilling the Right Accumulator**

The right accumulator was refilled manually by disconnecting with lines and taking it out of the oven and pouring the crude oil manually into the accumulator by opening the top. After refilling the accumulator it was connected back to the system and the air was removed.

**Pressurizing the Oil Line**

Valve 11, 5, 4 and 19R were opened and pump A&B was ran to remove air from the line. Next, valves 14L and 19R where closed while 19L was kept open. Then pump A&B was ran, as 14L was closed to increase the pressure of the right accumulator and the lines from the right accumulator till valve 14L passing through valves 5, 4, 12 and 19L. When the pressure reached 1300 psi, pump was stopped and valve 11 was closed. This was done to increase the pressure in the oil lines to keep the view cell at 1300 psi when oil is introduced inside the view cell later in the experiment.

**Running the Experiment**

Before running the experiment, the system was pressurized and foam was generated using the same procedure as the view cell testing with no oil. Once the view cell was filled with foam, valves 10
and 14R were closed. Valves 11, 5, 4, 19L and 14L were opened and pump A&B was ran at 2ml/min to pump oil inside the view cell through accumulator B. Once 1/3rd of the view cell was filled with oil, the pump was stopped and valves 13 and 14L were closed to isolate the view cell. GoPro camera was switched on and set in time lapse mode to acquire image of foam decay every one minute. Green lines in Figure 15 below show the flow path of CO₂ (highlighted in green) and yellow lines show the flow path of oil.

Figure 15. Schematic diagram with highlighted flow lines to run view cell test in presence of oil
Once the foam completely decayed, the system was depressurized and cleaned using the same procedure as the view cell testing with no oil.

### 3.3.6 Interfacial Tension Measurements

Pendant drop method was used to measure air-aqueous phase and supercritical CO$_2$-aqueous phase interfacial tension. The pendant drop method is well suited for many types of surface and interfacial tension measurements. Drop shape analysis was performed by photographing a drop in an optical bench arrangement and then the characteristic sizes of the drop can be measured on the photographic images. For pendant drops the maximum diameter and the ratio between this parameter and the diameter at the distance of the maximum diameter from the drop apex has been used to evaluate the size and shape parameters.

On the basis of the Young-Laplace equation describing the drop profile in pendant drop, it is possible to calculate the surface or interfacial tension from the image data. The DROPimage advanced program used in this study has the interface to calculate the IFT. The type of measurement, number and timing, calibration, data presentation and analysis are all controllable within the program.

For these experiments, IFT was measured between air-aqueous and supercritical CO$_2$-aqueous phase. Aqueous phases were RO water, 2% NaCl, 1% 2AM solution, as well as the 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, 6:4 ratios of 2AM over PECNP.

**Pendant Drop Method**

The pendant drop is a drop suspended from a needle in a bulk liquid or gaseous phase. The shape of the drop results from the relationship between the surface tension or interfacial tension and gravity. In the pendant drop method, the surface tension or interfacial tension was calculated from the shadow image of a pendant drop using drop shape analysis.
An increased pressure is produced inside the drop as a result of the interfacial tension between inner and outer phase. The correlation between the pressure difference $\Delta p$, the radii of curvature of the surface $r_1$ and $r_2$ and the interfacial tension is described by the Young- Laplace equation, shown in Equation 3 below:

$$\Delta P = \sigma \left( \frac{1}{r_1} + \frac{1}{r_2} \right)$$

Where, $r_1$ and $r_2$ are radii of curvature of surface, $\Delta P$ is the pressure difference, $\sigma$ is the interfacial tension.

**Procedure**

The ISCO pump was filled by the gaseous phase which is air for the first set of experiments and supercritical CO$_2$ for the second set of experiments. The left accumulator was filled with aqueous phase. All the lines were flushed by the aqueous phase solution. The measuring chamber was filled by the aqueous phase solution from the left accumulator using the hand pump and then the temperature of the heater around the setup was set at 40°C. Figure 16 below shows the image of the IFT setup used to measure the interfacial tension.
After the setup reached the desired temperature, camera had been set and the software was turned on. The name and density of the aqueous phase used was entered. Then, the camera was calibrated in order to do accurate measurements. Horizontal Calibration was done, in which the metal rod is mounted vertically and was positioned as shown below in Figure 17. There must be ample room at both sides of the rod, and no room at the top or bottom for calibration. In order to have a good calibration the metal rod was positioned in such a way that the needle was not visible in the camera and only the rod was focused in the camera.
If there is any air bubble in the chamber, it can be cleared by increasing the pressure of the chamber using injection of the aqueous phase into the chamber by closing the exit valve. Next, one bubble of air or CO$_2$ was sent to the chamber. Then the cross hair cursor was used, the purpose of this is to act as the reference for the edge detection (or filtering) routine. The vertical line always starts along the centerline of the image, while the horizontal line at the extreme top of the needle.

Figure 18 shows the image of cross hair cursor used for referencing.
Figure 18. Image of cross hair cursor

Figure 19. Schematic flow diagram of the IFT set up
The bubble’s surface area was measured and interfacial tension was calculated using the DROPimage software. The pressure and temperature of the setup for this set of experiments kept on 1300 psi and 40°C, respectively. Figure 19 shows the schematic flow diagram of the interfacial tension set up.

3.3.7 Core Saturation and Porosity Measurements

The cores were dried in an oven at 40°C for at least 24 hours. Then the dimensions of the core was measured using a Vernier caliper and it was weighed to get the dry weight. The core was then placed in a vacuum desiccator and evacuated to 3” inches of Hg vacuum pressure using a vacuum pump. The inlet valve to the desiccator was open to allow the 2% NaCl brine to fill the container with core. Core was completely immersed in the brine. The core was left immersed in the brine for 3-4 hours for saturation. Then the vacuum pump was turned off and exit valve was opened so that the desiccator reaches atmospheric pressure, core was taken out and gently wiped with dump Kimwipes and was weighed to get the saturated weight.

Figure 20. Image of the vacuum desiccator set up
Figure 20 above shows the vacuum desiccator setup. Porosity is calculated using Equation 4, Equation 5 and Equation 6.

Equation 4,

\[ V_b (\text{cm}^3) = \pi * r^2 * h \]

Where,

\( V_b \): Bulk Volume (cm\(^3\))

\( r \): radius of the core (cm)

\( h \): height of the core (cm)

Equation 5,

\[ V_p (\text{cm}^3) = (W_{\text{sat}} - W_{\text{dry}})/ \rho_{\text{brine}} \]

Where,

\( V_p \): Pore Volume (cm\(^3\))

\( W_{\text{sat}} \): Saturated weight of the core (cm\(^3\))

\( W_{\text{dry}} \): Dry weight of the core (cm\(^3\))

\( \rho_{\text{brine}} \): Density of brine (g/cm\(^3\))

Equation 6,

\[ \Phi (\%) = (V_p/V_b) \times 100 \]

Where,

\( \Phi \): Porosity

**3.3.8 Permeability Measurement for Fluid Loss Experiments**

Brine flooding experiments were performed to measure the core permeability. Figure 21 shows the schematic flow diagram of the core flooding setup.
Procedure

Filling the lines and pressure transducer with mineral oil

This procedure was performed to make sure the lines leading to pressure transducers were filled with mineral oil and to remove the air bubbles in the lines. From pump A, valve 1, 2 and 5 were opened towards pressure transducer and the mineral oil was bled off at a flow rate of 2ml/min. After this all valves were closed. From pump B, valve 3, 4 and 6 were opened towards pressure transducer and the mineral oil was bled off and the valves were closed. The lines leading to pump A were filled with mineral oil by opening valves 1, 2, 5, 8, and running the pump at a flow rate of 5 ml/min. The lines leading to pump B were filled with mineral oil by opening valves 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, and running the pump at a flow rate of 5 ml/min. Figure 22 below shows the image of the core flood setup.
Running the experiment

The accumulator A was filled with brine manually by taking it out and pouring the brine into the cylinder. Accumulator B and C were not used for this experiment. The accumulator has a piston, above the piston is filled with brine and below the piston it’s filled with mineral oil. Pump A was used to pump Soltrol which in turn will pump the brine out of the accumulator. All the flow lines leading to the core holder were filled with brine. Valves 33, 4, 31, 17, 19, 15, 16, 14 and 26 were opened towards the core holder and pump A was ran at the flow rate of 5 ml/min. This process will remove air bubbles leading to the core holder. Lines just before and after the core holder were filled with brine manually using syringe.

Then the core was placed in the core holder and confining pressure or overburden pressure was applied using hydraulic oil. Valves 8, 11, 9, 13 and 10 were opened to enable the pressure transducer to acquire pressure reading. Flow was initiated into the core holder with 3 different
flow rates and corresponding differential pressure was noted for different flow rates. This pressure
vs. flow rate reading was used to calculate the permeability using the Darcy’s law equation:

Equation 7,

\[ Q = \frac{k \times A \times (\Delta P)}{(\mu \times L)} \]

Where,

- \( k \) - Permeability (mD)
- \( A \) - Area (cm²)
- \( \Delta P \) - differential pressure (psi)
- \( \mu \) - viscosity (cP)
- \( L \) - Length of the core (cm)
- \( Q \) - Flow rate (ml/min)

After acquiring the readings, pump was stopped, core holder was disconnected from the lines and
accumulator A was filled with RO water. This procedure was repeated to clean the lines with RO
water.

### 3.3.9 Dynamic Fluid Loss Experiments

A dynamic fluid loss cell has been used to measure the fluid loss caused by the fracturing fluid
under the given pressure and temperature. Dynamic fluid loss experiments were followed by
cleanup experiments as the last phase of my research. As 8:2 ratio of 2AM: PECNP was the most
optimized system (discussed in results), CO₂ foam generated by it was used to perform fluid loss
experiment at foam qualities of 70%, 80%, 90% and 95%. Its results were compared with CO₂
foam generated just by the surfactant solution (1% 2AM). Summation of the gaseous phase (CO₂)
and aqueous phase fluid loss gave the total fluid loss. This value was used to calculate the fluid
loss coefficient using the Carter leakoff equation,
Equation 8,

\[ V_L = C_w \times t^{(1/2)} + V_s \]

Where,

- \( V_L \) - Total fluid loss (cm\(^3\))
- \( C_w \) - Fluid loss coefficient
- \( t \) - Time (min)
- \( V_s \) - Spurt fluid loss (cm\(^3\))

**Procedure**

The dynamic fluid loss cell contains one inlet and two outlets. In addition to the inlet, there is an outlet for fluid loss connected to a back pressure regulator and the third one is the main outlet connected to a back pressure regulator. Nitrogen supply from a cylinder is used to apply pressure to the back pressure regulator. The inlets and outlets of the cell are made of quick connect fittings. Leakage is prevented by O-ring seals plus a rubber core holder in place which prevent any possible overpass of the core. Figure 23 below shows various parts of the fluid loss cell.

The following procedure was used to perform the dynamic fluid loss test.

First the left accumulator was refilled with the aqueous phase (just surfactant or surfactant-PECNP solution) using the same procedure discussed before in the view cell experiment, the flow path to refill the left accumulator is shown in Figure 13.
Three ISCO pumps were needed to run this test. Pump A&B acts as one single pump and it pumps the liquid in both left and right accumulator by opening valve 10 and 11 respectively. Pump C is used to pump supercritical CO$_2$. Pump C was refilled with CO$_2$ at 6°C and the pressure at this temperature will be around 780 psi. The setup was pressurized by opening valve 10, 3, 12, 4, D1, D2 and running the pump A&B at a lower flow rate of 5 ml/min. Then pressure was applied to back pressure regulator 1 and 2 using N$_2$ by opening valve B1 and B2. Pressure of BPR 1 was increased in steps of 25 psi, as the pump A&B are running this in turn will increase the system pressure. Once the system pressure reached 900 psi, pump A&B was stopped, valve 10 and 3 were closed, and pump C valve was opened to introduce CO$_2$ to the system. Then the temperature of pump C was set to 40°C. As the temperature of pump C increases from 6°C to 40°C the pressure
will increase, so the BPR 1 and 2 pressure was also increased in such a way that differential pressure of BPR was always less than 400 psi. Meanwhile oven was turned on and temperature was set at 40°C. When the BPR 2 pressure reached 1250 psi, valve B2 was closed and the BPR 1 pressure was increased to 1300 psi and stopped. The fluid loss line was kept 50 psi lesser than the main effluent line of the fluid loss cell.

Then valves 10, 3, 12, 4, D1 and D2 were opened. Flow rates of pump A&B and pump C were set based on the foam quality needed to run the experiment and pump was turned on. Foam was generated using an inline mixer. Flow path of the dynamic fluid loss line is highlighted using green color in Figure 24. After foam was passed through the fluid loss line, there was effluent both in fluid loss side as well as main line of the fluid loss cell. The gaseous phase of the fluid from the fluid loss line was analyzed for CO₂ using an Alicat gas analyzer and aqueous phase from the fluid loss line is collected in a burette and volume collected vs time was noted.

After the experiment, all the heaters and the oven were turned off, nitrogen cylinder valve was closed and the system was depressurized by opening the main BPR valve. Once the system pressure reaches below 20 psi, left accumulator was emptied by running pump A&B. The left accumulator was then refilled with RO water for cleaning the system. All the lines and view cell were cleaned by opening valves 10, 3, 12, 4, D1, D2 and running the pump A&B. Once the left accumulator was emptied, the pump was stopped and all the valves were closed.
Figure 24. Schematic flow diagram of the dynamic fluid loss experiment
3.3.10 Tracer Test

Tracer test was performed using UV absorbance on the sand pack to determine the pore volume by analysis of concentration profile. Before the UV analysis sand was loaded in the sand pack and it was saturated with brine.

Procedure to load sand

Put bottom end cap to the sand pack and place it on a holder. Place a funnel on the top of the sand pack and slowly add proppants to the sand pack by shaking the sand pack with a vibrator. Figure 25 shows the image of sand pack while loading it with proppant.
After loading the sand pack with proppants close the top with an end cap.

**Procedure to saturate the sand pack**

Sand pack was connected to the desiccator and the valve on the other end of sand pack was closed. Then the system was vacuumed till it reached a pressure of -30 inches of Hg by turning on the vacuum pump, after that the inlet line to sand pack was immersed in a container containing brine and the valve was opened to allow brine to saturate the sand pack. This process was continued till there was no air bubble visible in the line. After saturation the pump was turned off and the sand pack was disconnected from the desiccator and both ends of the sand pack were caped. Figure 26 shows the image of the setup used to saturate the sand pack.

![Image of setup used to saturate the sand pack](image-url)

*Figure 26. Image of setup used to saturate the sand pack*
UV tracer test

A 10,000 ppm potassium nitrate tracer was used to displace RO water and vice versa in sandpack to determine the pore volume. The absorbance of the fluid was recorded in real-time by UV light travelling from the light source through an optic cable to the flow cell then the spectrophotometer. The light passing through the effluent fluid detected nitrate ions at a wavelength set at 302.08 nanometers, per instructions on the Deuterium-Halogen Model DAH 2000. Light source absorbance was measured and logged in real-time through spectrophotometry methods by the utilization of a USB4000 OceanOptics Spectrophotometer. The absorbance data was converted to normalized concentration profiles. Analysis of the normalized concentration profiles led to the determination of the pore volume of the sand pack.

Before beginning the dispersion process, the RO water was pumped through the sandpack at 20.00 mL/min displayed flow rate to attempt to flush out any air bubbles in the sand pack. Air bubbles in the system would cause discrepancies in the absorbance data being plotted in SpectraSuite software. The Eldex pump was calibrated using the instruction below.

The two Eldex pumps were tested at 8 and 12 mL/min. Calibration of the pump was completed twice for each flow rate since there were two different fluids being injected into the sandpack from different pumps. It is necessary to calibrate the pumps because depending on the viscosity of the fluid being injected, the flow rate displayed on Eldex pump could be different than the actual flow rate of the pump. Therefore, for each run of the experiment, the effluent fluid was collected in a tared beaker. At the end of the run, the stopwatch, pump, and SpectraSuite software were stopped simultaneously and the weight of the beaker and effluent was measured and recorded. The mass of the effluent was determined by subtracting the initial mass of the beaker from the combined mass of the beaker and effluent. The total volume of the effluent in the beaker was determined by
dividing the mass of the effluent by the density of the fluid, which was assumed to be 1.0 g/cm³ for the RO water and the potassium nitrate tracer. The volume of effluent was finally divided by the elapsed time recorded on the stopwatch, resulting in the actual flow rate of the Eldex pump.

Equation 9 below shows the formula used to calculate actual flow rate.

Equation 9

\[
Q_{\text{real}} = \frac{\text{Mass Effluent (g)}}{\text{Density Effluent (g/cm³)}} \times \frac{1 \text{ mL}}{1 \text{ cm}^3} \times \frac{\text{Elapsed Time}}{60 \text{ sec/1 min}}
\]

The light source utilized in the dispersion of a linear porous medium experiment was the Deuterium-Halogen Model DAH 2000 which emits light in the UV-visible range of light (Figure 27). The light source was turned on upon arrival to the laboratory allowing the light source enough time to warm-up before being calibrated. For calibration, RO water was utilized as the reference fluid. The purpose of this piece of equipment was to emit light through a blue optical cable to the flow cell and then to the USB4000 Ocean Optics Spectrophotometer (Figure 28). The absorbance of the injected fluid was measured by the spectrophotometer as fluid passed through the flow cell. The measured absorbance values were recorded in the SpectraSuite software for each of the different flow rates run during the experiment.

In the flow cell, the nitrate was detectable by UV absorbance at a wavelength of ~302 nm. As displayed on the light source, the wave length of the spectrophotometer was set to 302.08 nm for the duration of the experiment. Strip charts were created for each of the different tested flow rates under the appropriate settings and the software was enabled to auto save.
Figure 27. Image of UV Analysis setup

Figure 28. USB4000 OceanOptics Spectrophotometer
Figure 29 is a schematic of the experimental set up for the dispersion in a linear porous medium experiment. One of the Eldex pumps injects potassium nitrate tracer and the other one injects RO water into the sand pack. Whichever fluid is being pumped at the time enters the sand pack through a 3-way connection valve then exits the sand pack and flows through an outlet capillary tube to the flow cell. The fluid was subjected to UV light while inside the flow cell. The data for the fluid’s absorbance was sent to the computer attached by a USB port. Once the data was in the computer, it is recorded in a Strip Chart in the SpectraSuite software. Finally, after passing through the flow cell, the effluent was collected in a tared beaker to be weighed.

Prior to testing, the computer was powered on and the SpectraSuite software was opened to calibrate the light source. While running the fluids through the system and collecting absorbance data, the Eldex pumps were calibrated. Data was recorded at 8 and 12 mL/min. Both the potassium nitrate tracer pump and the RO water pump were set to run at these desired flowrates. The density of both fluids used was 1.0 g/cm$^3$.

The sand pack was injected with RO water prior to the first run of tracer fluid to ensure the porous medium was filled with RO water and no other substance. Next, the sandpack was injected with the potassium nitrate tracer at a flow rate of 20.00 mL/min. The effluent was collected in a tared beaker after it passed through the sand pack and the flow cell all while the absorbance of the fluid was measured in real-time. Once the strip chart on the computer displayed a constant absorbance value, the pump, timer, and strip chart recording were stopped simultaneously.
Figure 29. Schematic flow diagram of the UV analysis experimental setup
The weight of the effluent and the beaker were measured and recorded, and the process was repeated with RO water displacing potassium nitrate tracer from the sand pack. However, when RO water was injected to displace tracer, one was looking for the absorbance trend to reach zero. As stated before, each run was timed with a stopwatch and times were recorded for each RO and tracer run. The Beer-Lambert law can be utilized in the analysis of a mixture by spectrophotometry methods.

Equation 10,

\[ \text{Absorbance} = 0.8254 \times \text{Concentration} - 0.0055 \]

After calculating concentration from equations above, it was normalized using Equation 11 shown below:

Equation 11,

\[ C_D = \frac{C - C_o}{C_i - C_o} \]

The volume injected was calculated using Equation 12 shown below:

Equation 12,

\[ V_i = \frac{Q_{\text{real}}}{60 \text{ sec}} \times \frac{t_c}{1 \text{ min}} \]

Once the volume of injected fluid is calculated, normalized concentration were found RO water and the potassium nitrate tracer. The curves allow the pore volume of the sand pack to be calculated utilizing a material balance. The pore volume of the fluid occurs at the point where the area above and area below the curve are equivalent. The areas were determined using the Trapezoidal rule. Equation 13 and Equation 14 below show the area above and below the curve respectively.
Equation 13,
\[
\int_{V_T}^{0} (1 - C_D) dV_w = \sum_{j=n}^{j=1} \left( \frac{(1-C_{D_j})+(1-C_{D_{j-1}})}{2} \right) \times \left( V_{W_j} - V_{W_{j-1}} \right)
\]

Equation 14,
\[
\int_{0}^{V_T} C_D dV_w = \sum_{j=1}^{j=n} \left( \frac{C_{D_j} + C_{D_{j+1}}}{2} \right) \times \left( V_{W_{j+1}} - V_{W_j} \right)
\]

3.3.11 Fracture Cleanup

Post-fracture cleanup efficiency of fracturing fluid is an important parameter which affects production. Fracture clean up experiment was performed using a sand pack. Figure 30 shows the steps needed to perform cleanup studies. As the fluid system with 8:2 ratio of 2AM: PECNP was the most optimized system (discussed in the Results and Discussion section), CO\textsubscript{2} foam generated by it was used to perform sand pack experiments at foam qualities of 70%, 80%, 90% and 95%. Its results were compared with CO\textsubscript{2} foam generated just by the surfactant solution (1% 2AM).
Sand was loaded in sand pack

UV Analysis was performed to determine the pore volume

Sand pack was mounted to the foam setup inside oven

System was pressurized to perform the experiment

Brine flood was performed

Foam flood was performed at desired foam quality

Oil flood was performed to analyze the clean up

Brine flood was performed

System was depressurized and cleaned

Figure 30. Flow chart with steps required to perform the fracture cleanup procedure.
Procedure to perform sand pack experiment

Three ISCO pumps were needed to run this test. Pump A&B acts as one single pump and it injects the liquid in both left and right accumulator by opening valve 10 and 11, respectively. Pump C is used to pump supercritical CO₂.

Brine flood:

Left accumulator was refilled with brine using the same procedure used in view cell experiment. The schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 13 and the flow lines used to refill the left accumulator re highlighted using green color. Valve 10, 3, 12, 4, S1 and S2 are opened and pump A&B was run at a flow rate of 5 ml/min, simultaneously pressure was applied to back pressure regulator 1 in steps of 25 psi using nitrogen till the pressure reached 1,300 psi and all the heaters and oven were turned on and the temperature was set to 40°C. Once temperature reached 40°C, pump was run at a flow rate of 6, 10 and 12 ml/min and corresponding differential pressure across the sand pack was recorded using lab view software. After the brine flood, system was depressurized and the left accumulator was emptied.

Foam Flood:

After brine flood, left accumulator was refilled with aqueous phase (just 1% 2AM or 8:2 2AM: PECNP) needed to generate foam. Pump C was refilled with CO₂ at 6°C and temperature of pump C was increased to 40°C to increase the pressure from 780 psi to 1300 psi. Then valves 10, 3, 12, 13, 14R, 4, S1 and S2 were opened. Pump A&B were run at a flow rate of 5 ml/min, simultaneously pressure was applied to back pressure a regulator 1 in steps of 25 psi using nitrogen till the pressure reached 1300 psi and all the heaters and oven was turned on and the temperature was set to 40°C. Valve 13 and 14R were closed because we don’t want the foam to enter the view cell.
Figure 31. Schematic flow diagram showing the flow path for foam flood
The pump C valve to the system was opened to introduce CO$_2$ to the system. The foam of desired quality was generated by running pump A&B and C, and was injected into the sand pack. After the foam flood, pump A&B and C were stopped, and valve 10, 3, 12 and 4 were closed. Now the entire sand pack is filled with CO$_2$ foam. In Figure 31, flow path of the foam flood is highlighted in green color.

*Oil Flood:*

Oil flood is the most important part of this experiment because, this actually represents post-fracture clean up during production of hydrocarbon.

Before starting the experiment, the right accumulator was refilled manually by disconnecting with lines and taking it out of the oven and pouring the crude oil manually into the accumulator by opening the top. After refilling the accumulator it was connected back to the system. Valve 10 was closed and valve 11 was opened. Keeping the valve 5 closed, pump A&B was run to increase the pressure in right accumulator to 1300 psi. After reaching the pressure, pump was stopped. Valve 5, S1 and S2 were opened. Then, pump A&B was run at a flow rate of 6 ml/min, the total flow rate during foam flood, so the oil flood was performed at the same flow rate. The effluent was collected in the burette and the volume of the aqueous phase (1% 2AM or 8:2 2AM: PECNP solution) was noted.

The differential pressure across sand pack was recorded using lab view software. Reaching the plateau in pressure vs time means we have reached the end of the cleanup process. So the pump was stopped. Valves S1 and S2 were closed to isolate the sand pack from rest of the system. Figure 32 shows the flow path for oil flood highlighted in green color.
Depressurizing and cleaning after oil flood:

As the lines contain oil after oil flood, it must be cleaned before performing brine flood. First the system was depressurized by opening valve 10, 11, 3, 12, 4, 13 and 14R, and opening the BPR 1 valve slowly. This path was choose because, sand pack is at a pressure of 1300 psi with crude oil inside, so we had to isolate and maintain the same condition throughout the cleaning process.
Using the aqueous phase solution in the left accumulator the lines were cleaned by opening valve 10, 3, 121, 4 and D1, and running the pump A&B, and the effluent was collected in a beaker. The pump was stopped once the left accumulator was emptied. Figure 33 shows the flow path for cleaning, the flow lines are highlighted using green color.

Figure 33. Schematic diagram showing the flow path for cleaning after oil flood highlighted using green color
Brine flood after oil flood:
The left accumulator was filled with brine. Valve 10, 3, 12, 13, 14R and 4 were opened and D1 was closed. Pump A&B was run at a flow rate 5 ml/min, simultaneously pressure was applied to BPR1 in steps of 25 psi through nitrogen. Once the pressure reached 1300 psi, pump was stopped and valve 13 and 14R were closed, while valve S1 and S2 were opened. Pump A&B was run at a flow rate of 6ml/min to perform the brine flood. The flow path for brine flood is shown in Figure 31 and the flow lines are highlighted using green color. The effluent was collected in a burette and the volume of oil collected was noted. The differential pressure across sand pack was recorded using lab view software. Once the pressure plateaued, the pump was stopped.

De pressurizing and cleaning the system after the oil flood:
First all the heaters and the oven was turned off. Then the system was depressurized by opening valve 10, 3, 12, 4, 13, 14R, S1 and S2, and opening the BPR 1 valve slowly. Once the pressure of the system reached less than 20 psi, the left accumulator was emptied. The left accumulator was refilled with RO water. As we used view cell for pressurizing and depressurizing the system, two pathways were used to clean the system. Path way 1 was cleaned by opening valve 10, 3, 12, 4, S1 and S2, and pump A&B was run at a flow rate of 10 ml/min. This is shown using green lines in Figure 33. Path way 2 was cleaned by opening valve 10, 3, 13, 14R, 12, 19L and 14L, and pump A&B was run at a flow rate of 10 ml/min. This is shown using blue lines in Figure 33.
Once the left accumulator was empty, pumps were stopped and all the valves were closed.
Figure 34. CO₂ foam setup inside the oven
3.3.12 Density and Viscosity Measurement

Density Measurement:

The density of the aqueous phase and oil was measured using Anton Paar Model DMA 4100M density meter. The change of the natural frequency of a hollow oscillator when filled with different fluids helps to find the density. The mass, and thus the density of the liquid or gas changes this natural frequency due to a gross change of the oscillation caused by the introduction of the liquid or gas. The density of the fluid contained in this hollow oscillator is calculated by the measured time period of this oscillation.

Procedure

The instrument was turned on. Before injecting the sample through the port, it was cleaned using RO water and air was pumped after cleaning with RO water. In case of crude oil, it was cleaned using toluene and acetone before pumping air. After cleaning the temperature was set to 40°C and air/water checks were performed. Then the sample was injected and the instrument was run to measure the density. After density measurement, appropriate solvents were used to clean and dry the cell. Port to inject sample is shown in the Figure 35 below.
Figure 35. Image of density meter with the port to inject sample

Figure 36. Image of the interface used in the Anton Paar Model DMA 4100M Density meter
Viscosity Measurement:

Brookfield DV-II+Pro viscometer was used to measure the viscosity of crude oil and surfactant solution samples. It’s a well cone and plate viscometer equipped with CP-40 cone. The principle of operation of the viscometer was to drive the spindle immersed in the sample. Spring deflection measures the viscous drag experienced by the spindle. The rotary transducer measures the spring deflection and presents in terms of percentage torque. Based on this measurements all the rheological properties are calculated. Figure 37 shows the image of the viscometer.

Figure 37. Image of the Brookfield DV-II+Pro viscometer
Procedure:

Preparation for viscometer startup:

The viscometer was turned on and auto zero button was pressed. The spindle (CP-40) was installed using a wrench. The gap between the cone and the plate was properly set to allow room for the sample.

Calibration of the viscometer:

The viscometer was calibrated using a standard oil named S20. S20 has a viscosity of 29.25 cP at 25°C.

Measurement:

Temperature was set at 40°C using a temperature control bath. Sample cup was removed and 0.5 ml of sample was poured into it using a syringe. Sample cup was placed back and reference marker was positioned at signed mark. Motor was turned on and desired speed was set. The viscosity was measured between 10-100 percent of torque.

Cleaning:

After measurement the sample cup and cone was cleaned using toluene and acetone if crude oil was the sample, otherwise in case of aqueous sample RO water was used. After cleaning the parts were dried before measuring the viscosity of next sample.
Chapter 4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Vial Tests

Vial tests were used as the first screening criteria to determine optimized polyelectrolyte complex ratios. Next, the optimized systems were measured for their zeta potential and effective diameter. PEI: DS: 2% NaCl ratios of 4:1:0.1, 3:1:0.1, 2:1:0.1 and 1:1:0.1, with PEI pH of 8, 8.5 and 9 were used to prepare surfactant-PECNP solutions. This gave 12 different systems, in addition to this, 3 more systems of PEI-surfactant was prepared with PEI pH of 8, 8.5 and 9. In all the above solutions final concentration of surfactant was 1 wt%. This 15 different systems were tested to choose the optimized PECNP ratios for further screening through zeta potential measurements.

![Figure 38. Foam height vs time for different PEI: DS: 2% NaCl systems with PEI pH of 8](image-url)
Figure 39. Foam height vs. time for different PEI: DS: 2% NaCl systems with PEI pH of 8.5

Figure 40. Foam height vs. time for different PEI: DS: 2% NaCl systems with PEI pH of 9
It is clear from Figure 38, Figure 39 and Figure 40 that PEI: DS: 2% NaCl ratios of 4:1:0.1 and 3:1:0.1 gave the most optimized results in all three different pH of PEI. Therefore, these two ratios of PEI were tested for zeta potential and effective diameter.

4.2 Zeta Potential and Particle Size Measurements

Zeta potential test was used as the second screening test to determine the most optimum system of pH of 1wt% PEI, PECNP and surfactant: PECNP. Later, these optimized systems were used to perform the IFT, rheology and view cell tests. PECNP systems tested were of 3:1:0.1 and 4:1:0.1 ratios of PEI: DS: 2% NaCl with 1 wt% PEI pH of 8, 8.5, 9 and 9.5. The most optimized PECNP system based on this test was used to prepare surfactant-PECNP solutions. Surfactant-PECNP systems tested were from 9:1 to 3:7 of 2AM: PECNP ratios.

Surfactants increase electrostatic repulsive forces in foams to provide stability (Schramm L. L., 2000), but drainage of the surfactant from the interface destabilizes the foam (Koetz J. a., 2006). Zeta potential measures the electro kinetic motion of the particles away from the charged inner surface. Degree of colloidal stability is directly impacted by the magnitude of zeta potential. Many aspects of the flow behavior colloidal suspension and stability of particles towards coagulation is determined by the interaction between charged particles and potential distribution. Electrostatic repulsion is increased by increase in zeta potential, this results in a more stable foam (Moayedi, 2011) (Hunter, Zeta Potential in Colloid Science: Principles and Application, 1988). A measure of degree of non-uniformity of distribution of the particle sizes or heterogeneity in the colloidal dispersion is polydispersity.
Table 2. Effective diameter, polydispersity and zeta potential of different PECNP ratios and pH of 1 wt% PEI prepared using 2 wt% NaCl

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PECNP</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Effective Diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Polydispersity</th>
<th>Zeta Potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:1:0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>223.99 ± 2.21</td>
<td>0.178 ± 0.078</td>
<td>22.63 ± 1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1:0.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>177.38 ± 1.09</td>
<td>0.268 ± 0.014</td>
<td>24.37 ± 1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1:0.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>157.28 ± 2.31</td>
<td>0.232 ± 0.005</td>
<td>13.84 ± 1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1:0.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>180.63 ± 1.06</td>
<td>0.142 ± 0.012</td>
<td>11.29 ± 2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1:0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>164.59 ± 0.29</td>
<td>0.243 ± 0.006</td>
<td>11.39 ± 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1:0.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>162.38 ± 0.75</td>
<td>0.263 ± 0.011</td>
<td>16.24 ± 2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1:0.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>164.84 ± 1.55</td>
<td>0.542 ± 0.110</td>
<td>14.09 ± 2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1:0.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>177.2 ± 1.02</td>
<td>0.180 ± 0.003</td>
<td>10.97 ± 1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, it is clear that PECNP ratio of 3:1:0.1 of PEI: DS: 2% NaCl at 1 wt% PEI (pH of 8.5) showed the highest zeta potential. Therefore, this system of PECNP was used to prepare different ratios of surfactant-PECNP solutions for the next zeta potential test. In Table 2 and Table 3 the most optimum systems are highlighted.
Table 3. Effective diameter, polydispersity and zeta potential of different surfactant-PECNP systems prepared using PECNP ratio of 3:1:0.1 with PEI pH of 8.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2AM Solution:</th>
<th>Effective Diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Polydispersity</th>
<th>Zeta Potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 9:1</td>
<td>214.15 ± 3.78</td>
<td>0.207 ± 0.010</td>
<td>24.42 ± 2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 8:2</td>
<td>173.56 ± 1.01</td>
<td>0.246 ± 0.015</td>
<td>19.45 ± 1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 7:3</td>
<td>185.82 ± 1.72</td>
<td>0.198 ± 0.003</td>
<td>19.90 ± 1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 6:4</td>
<td>186.58 ± 0.66</td>
<td>0.203 ± 0.010</td>
<td>19.81 ± 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 5:5</td>
<td>180.76 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.205 ± 0.005</td>
<td>14.44 ± 4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 4:6</td>
<td>189.63 ± 1.81</td>
<td>0.212 ± 0.008</td>
<td>14.17 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECNP 3:7</td>
<td>188.18 ± 1.72</td>
<td>0.220 ± 0.012</td>
<td>14.28 ± 1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results shown in Table 3, among seven different systems of surfactant-PECNP, ratios of 9:1, 8:2, 7:3 and 6:4 showed the highest zeta potential.
Figure 41 and Figure 42 are the graphical representations of Table 2 and Table 3. It can be observed that surfactant-PECNP ratios of 9:1, 8:2, 7:3 and 6:4 prepared using PECNP ratio of 3:1:0.1 of PEI: DS: 2% NaCl with PEI pH of 8.5 was the most optimum system. Therefore, these systems were used to prepare CO$_2$ foams of different quality to perform rheology and view cell tests.
4.3 Interfacial Tension Measurements

Interfacial tension exists when two phases are present. Interfacial tension is the force that holds the surface of a particular phase together. The main forces involved in interfacial tension are adhesive forces (tension) between the liquid phase of one substance and either a solid, liquid or gas phase of another substance. IFT is the Gibbs free energy per unit area of interface at a fixed temperature and pressure. IFT occurs because a molecule near an interface has different molecular interaction than an equivalent molecule within the bulk fluid. Surfactant molecules preferentially position themselves at the interface and thereby lower the interfacial tension (Schramm L. L., 2000). The common units for surface tension are dynes/cm or mN/m.

The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of 2AM is 300 ppm (obtained from MSDS sheet). As the application of this research is hydraulic fracturing, in all the 2AM-PECNP solutions, the final concentration of 2AM was 1 wt% which is above CMC.

Tests were performed for both Air-aqueous phase and scCO$_2$-aqueous phase. Aqueous phase solutions were 2AM-PECNP ratios of 9:1, 8:2, 7:3 and 6:4 and just surfactant solution with no PECNP (1 wt% 2AM). The PECNP ratio was 3:1:0.1 with PEI pH of 8.5. As the measured IFT was dynamic in nature, plot of IFT vs time was plotted.
4.3.1 Air-Aqueous Phase Results

Figure 43. IFT vs time for different surfactant-PECNP system as the aqueous phase and air as the gaseous phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aqueous phase</th>
<th>Mean IFT (mN/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RO Water</td>
<td>70.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brine (2% NaCl)</td>
<td>72.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% 2AM (Surfactant)</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>28.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:2 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>31.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>32.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>33.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Mean IFT for different surfactant-PECNP system as the aqueous phase and air as the gaseous phase
From Table 4 and Figure 43 it can be observed that salinity increases IFT, as brine has higher IFT than RO water. Due to preferential positioning of surfactant molecules in the interface, adding surfactant to the brine drastically reduced the IFT. However, adding PECNP further reduced the IFT even further, with surfactant-PECNP ratios of 9:1 and 8:2 having the lowest value of IFT.

4.3.2 scCO$_2$- Aqueous Phase Results

![Graph showing IFT vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems as the aqueous phase and supercritical CO$_2$](image-url)

Figure 44. IFT vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems as the aqueous phase and supercritical CO$_2$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aqueous phase</th>
<th>Mean IFT (mN/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RO Water</td>
<td>25.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brine (2% NaCl)</td>
<td>31.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% 2AM (Surfactant)</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:2 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Mean IFT for different surfactant-PECNP systems as the aqueous phase and supercritical CO₂.

IFT study of CO₂- aqueous phase followed the same trend as air-aqueous phase. From Figure 44 and Table 5, it can be observed that salinity increases IFT, as brine has higher IFT than RO water with scCO₂. Due to preferential positioning of surfactant molecules in the interface, adding surfactant to the brine drastically reduced the IFT. However, adding PECNP further reduced the IFT, with surfactant-PECNP ratios of 9:1 and 8:2 having the lowest value of IFT.

Overall all the systems of scCO₂- aqueous phase had lower IFT than air-aqueous phase. Adding surfactant reduced the IFT and surfactant-PECNP ratio of 9:1 and 8:2 showed the lowest IFT in both the CO₂- aqueous phase and air-aqueous phase IFT measurements.
4.3 Rheology Measurements

Viscosity of the fracturing fluid is a very important parameter to suspend, transport and deliver the proppant to the fracture. Three main reasons to perform the rheological measurements of scCO$_2$ foams are:

1) Effect of addition of PECNP on viscosity of supercritical CO$_2$ foam at 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% foam qualities.

2) To find the most optimum surfactant-PECNP ratio

3) To investigate the effect of foam quality on viscosity

The viscosity of the foam provides resistance to prevent the foam from rupturing. The bulk viscosity and surface viscosity directly influence the thinning of the common black film and newton black film, respectively, and film stability controls the stability of the foam (Schramm L. L., 2000). As the CO$_2$ used to generate the foam is in supercritical state it’s very difficult to measure the interfacial viscosity. Thus, only the bulk viscosity is measured in the rheological experiment.

For the hydraulic fracturing application, it’s important to understand the rheological properties of the fracturing fluid. Low viscous fracturing fluids such as slickwater might fail to effectively carry proppants and highly viscous fracturing fluids such as crosslinked gel might damage the fracture conductivity and have a negative impact on the productivity of well (Barati, 2010) (Barati., 2014). Therefore, the study of rheological properties of CO$_2$ foam is important for its application as fracturing fluid.

4.3.1 Dynamic Test

In the dynamic test, foam was generated continuously and its viscosity was measured against time. The flow rate of foam for all the dynamic tests was 6 ml/min. Depending on the foam quality,
scCO$_2$ and aqueous phase flow rates were adjusted. For example, to generate 80% foam quality, CO$_2$ was pumped at a flow rate of 4.8 ml/min and aqueous phase was pumped at a flow rate to 1.2 ml/min, which resulted in a total flow rate of 6 ml/min.

As the foam is generated continuously and injected into the measuring cup, a perpendicular force is provided to the foam at the given flow rate in addition to the torque applied by the spindle to shear the foam. Foam was sheared at 2000 s$^{-1}$.

**Effect of PECNP on viscosity of CO$_2$ foam for a given foam quality:**

Supercritical CO$_2$ foam systems of quality 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% generated by different surfactant-PECNP systems that are compared in Figure 45 to Figure 48. It can be observed from these graphs that:

1) Addition of PECNP resulted in a significant increase in the viscosity of the foam.

2) Surfactant-PECNP ratio of 8:2 is the most optimal system for all the four foam qualities.
Figure 45. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 70% foam quality under constant shear for dynamic test with foam generated continuously at 6 ml/min

Figure 46. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 80% foam quality under constant shear for dynamic test with foam generated continuously at 6 ml/min
Figure 47. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 90% foam quality under constant shear for dynamic test with foam generated continuously at 6 ml/min

Figure 48. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 95% foam quality under constant shear for dynamic test with foam generated continuously at 6 ml/min
Effect of foam quality on viscosity of CO₂ foam:

Influence of foam quality on viscosity of CO₂ foam generated by 8:2 2AM: PECNP as the aqueous phase is shown Figure 49 below.

![Viscosity vs time for optimal surfactant-PECNP systems in each of the four different foam quality under constant shear for dynamic test with foam generated continuously at 6 ml/min](image)

It can be observed from Figure 49 that increasing the foam quality increased the viscosity of the CO₂ foam.

4.3.2 Static Test

After the dynamic test, foam generation was stopped and, valves before and after the measuring cups were closed to isolate the measuring cup with CO₂ present in the annulus. This foam was sheared under constant shear rate of 2000 s⁻¹ to measure the viscosity with time. Effect of PECNP and the foam quality on viscosity was studied.
Effect of PECNP on viscosity of CO₂ foam for a given foam quality:

From Figure 50 to Figure 53, it can be observed that static test results were similar to dynamic test results, i.e. addition of PECNP significantly increased the viscosity of the scCO₂ foam.

---

**Figure 50.** Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 70% foam quality under constant shear for static test
Figure 51. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 80% foam quality under constant shear for static test

Figure 52. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 90% foam quality under constant shear for static test
Figure 53. Viscosity vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 95% foam quality under constant shear for static test
Effect of foam quality on viscosity of scCO$_2$ foam:

Influence of foam quality on viscosity of CO$_2$ foam generated by 8:2 2AM: PECNP as the aqueous phase is shown Figure 54.

Figure 54. Viscosity vs time for optimal surfactant-PECNP systems in each of the four different foam quality under constant shear rate for static test

It can be observed from Figure 54 that increase in foam quality increased the viscosity of the CO$_2$ foam.
4.3.3 Ramp Test

After the static test, ramp test was performed on the scCO$_2$ foam. In this test, shear sweep from 2000 s$^{-1}$ to 100 s$^{-1}$ and again back from 100 s$^{-1}$ to 2000 s$^{-1}$ was performed on different foam systems. Based on this, flow consistency index (K) and flow behavior index (n) was found using Ostwald-de Waele equation (power-law model).

$$\mu_{eff} = K \gamma^{n-1}$$

Table 6. Summary of flow behavior index and flow consistency index for different surfactant-PECNP systems of 70% foam quality obtained from the ramp test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foam System</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>R$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% 2AM-Reference</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>22.715</td>
<td>0.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>43.084</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:2 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>49.399</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>44.881</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>19.339</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Summary of flow behavior index and flow consistency index for different surfactant-PECNP systems of 80% foam quality obtained from the ramp test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foam System</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% 2AM-Reference</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>296.68</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>364.29</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8:2 2AM:PECNP</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.487</strong></td>
<td><strong>453.77</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.993</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>352.34</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>353.21</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Summary of flow behavior index and flow consistency index for different surfactant-PECNP systems of 90% foam quality obtained from the ramp test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foam System</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% 2AM-Reference</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>389.59</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:1 2AM:PECNP</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.569</strong></td>
<td><strong>463.26</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.998</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:2 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>397.58</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>431.13</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>415.32</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9. Summary of flow behavior index and flow consistency index for different surfactant-PECNP systems of 95% foam quality obtained from the ramp test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foam System</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% 2AM-Reference</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>321.68</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>429.42</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:2 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>584.17</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>487.37</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4 2AM:PECNP</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>525.16</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 6 and Table 9, it can be observed that:

1) As the flow behavior index for all the systems in less than one, CO₂ is a shear thinning or pseudo plastic fluid.

2) Addition of PECNP significantly increased the flow consistency index.

3) Increase in the foam quality increased the foam consistency index.

4.4 View Cell Test

View cell test was performed on foam generated by different surfactant-PECNP systems both with and without crude oil. Foam height with time was monitored in an isolated view cell. The main purpose of performing the view cell test are to understand the following.

1) The effect of addition of PECNP on stability of supercritical scCO₂ foam for 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% foam qualities.

2) To find the most optimum surfactant-PECNP ratio.

3) Effect of foam quality on stability of CO₂ foam

4) The behavior of foam in the presence of crude oil
4.4.1 View Cell Test with No Oil

Supercritical CO₂ foam systems of quality 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% generated by different surfactant-PECNP systems are compared in the Figure 55 to Figure 58. It can be observed from these graphs that:

1) Addition of PECNP resulted in a significant increase in the stability of the foam in all the four different foam qualities.

2) Surfactant-PECNP ratio of 8:2 is the most optimal system.

Effect of PECNP on stability of CO₂ foam for a given foam quality in the view cell test

Figure 55. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 70% foam quality
Figure 56. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 80% foam quality

Figure 57. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 90% foam quality
Figure 58. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 95% foam quality
Effect of foam quality on stability of CO$_2$ foam in view cell test

Figure 59 presents the influence of foam quality on viscosity of CO$_2$ foam generated by 8:2 2AM: PECNP as the aqueous phase.

![Graph showing height of foam column vs time for different foam qualities](image)

**Figure 59.** Height of foam column vs time for different foam quality generated by most optimal surfactant-PECNP

It can be observed from Figure 59 that increasing the foam quality improved the stability of the CO$_2$ foam. Image of the supercritical CO$_2$ foam generated by optimal surfactant-PECNP system at 45 minutes in isolated view cell are shown in Figure 60 and Figure 61.
Figure 60. Supercritical CO$_2$ foam at A) 70% foam quality B) 80% Foam Quality after 45 mins

Figure 61. Supercritical CO$_2$ foam at A) 90% foam quality B) 95% Foam Quality after 45 mins
4.4.2 View Cell Test with Oil

Efficiency of post fracture clean-up affects the well productivity. A successful use of CO$_2$ foams (70% quality) in Saudi Arabia indicated that, better clean up after the fracturing process resulted in 50% improvement in well productivity (Al-Dhamen, 2015). Interaction of crude oil with CO$_2$ foam is important for hydraulic fracturing application because it will help us to understand the clean-up process. Though most of the study about clean up efficiency of CO$_2$ foam was done in sand pack tests, view cell test helps to understand the CO$_2$ foam interaction with crude oil.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 62.** Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 70% foam quality with oil
Figure 63. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 80% foam quality with oil

Figure 64. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 90% foam quality with oil
Figure 65. Height of foam column vs time for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 95% foam quality with oil

It can be observed from Figure 62 and Figure 65 that average time it took for the foam to decay in presence of crude oil was just 20 mins compared to 90 mins without crude oil. This means that foam breaks fast in presence of crude oil in all the four foam quality which will result in better cleanup. More detailed study of clean up will be shown in sand pack test.

Image of the supercritical CO$_2$ foam generated by optimal surfactant-PECNP systems after 5 mins in isolated view cell in the presence of oil are shown in Figure 66 and Figure 67. Note that the foam degraded at the interface for all systems as soon as it reached crude oil.
Figure 66. Supercritical CO$_2$ foam at A) 70% foam quality B) 80% Foam Quality after 5 mins in the presence of crude oil

Figure 67. Supercritical CO$_2$ foam at A) 90% foam quality B) 95% Foam Quality after 5 mins in the presence of crude oil
4.5 Dynamic Fluid Loss Tests

It was found from the rheology and view cell tests that surfactant-PECNP generated CO\textsubscript{2} foam has better rheological properties and stability than foam generated just by surfactant (1\% 2AM), and surfactant-PECNP system of 8:2 2AM: PECNP proved to be the most optimal system. High fluid loss of fracturing fluid might lead to capillary pressure shift and formation damage (Penny, 2006) (Economides, 2000). In this section, dynamic fluid loss properties of surfactant-PECNP foam are compared with CO\textsubscript{2} foam generated just by surfactant (1\% 2AM) to decide whether addition of PECNP to surfactant solution reduces the fluid loss.

4.5.1 Permeability Measurements

A tight sandstone Kentucky Core (K8) was used for the dynamic fluid loss tests. Permeability of the core was measured before and after the fluid loss test. It was observed that there was no change in the permeability of the core. Core flood experiment was conducted with brine (2\% NaCl) to measure the permeability of the core. Procedure discussed in chapter 3 was used to perform the permeability measurements. The measurements were performed both before and after the dynamic fluid loss test, and no significant change in core permeability was observed. Using the measured properties summarized in Table 10, porosity of the core was calculated (summarized in Table 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kentucky Core- K8</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (cm)</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (cm)</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry weight (g)</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Weight (g)</td>
<td>26.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Measured properties of core K8 used for dynamic fluid loss experiment
Table 11. Calculated properties of core K8 used for dynamic fluid loss experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kentucky Core- K8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pore Volume (cm³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Volume (cm³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Summary of flow rate and pressure data for permeability measurement for the Kentucky core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Rate (ml/ min)</th>
<th>Flow Rate (bbl/day)</th>
<th>Pressure Drop (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.009072</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.004536</td>
<td>323.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.002722</td>
<td>191.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the flow rate vs pressure drop data of the core (summarized in Table 12), Figure 68 was plotted. Slope of this curve was used to calculate the permeability of the core, using the Equation 15 below,

Equation 15,

\[ q = \frac{-1.127 \times 10^{-3} \times k \times A \times \Delta p}{\mu \times L} \]

Where,

- \( q \) - Flow rate (cm\(^3\)/s)
- \( k \) - Permeability (mD)
- \( A \) - Area of core (cm\(^2\))
- \( \Delta p \) - Pressure drop (atm)
- \( \mu \) - Viscosity of brine (cP)
- \( L \) - Length of core (cm)
The permeability of the Kentucky core used for the dynamic fluid loss experiment was 0.11 mD.

**4.5.2 Dynamic Fluid Loss Measurements**

Dynamic fluid loss test was performed with CO$_2$ foam qualities of 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% generated with surfactant solution (1% 2AM) and surfactant-PECNP ratio of 8:2. The main objective of this test is to find whether addition of PECNP to surfactant solution reduced dynamic fluid loss.

Total fluid loss is the summation of aqueous fluid loss (surfactant or surfactant-PECNP solution) and gaseous phase fluid loss (CO$_2$). Volume of aqueous fluid loss was measured using standard burette at the exit line and gaseous fluid loss was measured using an Alicat gas analyzer. Alicat gas analyzer measures the volume of CO$_2$ loss at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Real gas equation shown in Equation 16 below was used to convert the volume of CO$_2$ measured by Alicat at room temperature and atmospheric pressure to volume at pressure and temperature of the test and Z factor of 0.51 (Perry, 1997) was used.

Equation 16,

$$PV = ZnRT$$

Then Carter equation shown in Equation 17 below was used to find the fluid loss coefficient:

Equation 17,

$$V_L = C_w \times t^{(1/2)} + S_p$$

Where,

$V_L$: Fluid Loss (cm$^3$)

$C_w$: Fluid Loss Coefficient (cm$^3$.min$^{-1/2}$)

$t$: Time (min)

$S_p$: Spurt Loss (cm$^3$)
Figure 69. Graph comparing fluid loss coefficient of surfactant and optimal surfactant-PECNP generated CO₂ foam systems for all the four foam qualities
Figure 70. Graph comparing aqueous phase fluid loss of surfactant and optimal surfactant-PECNP generated CO₂ foam system for all the four foam qualities

Figure 71. Graph comparing gaseous phase fluid loss (CO₂) of surfactant and optimal surfactant-PECNP generated CO₂ foam system for all the four foam qualities
Figure 72. Graph comparing total fluid loss of surfactant and optimal surfactant-PECNP generated CO$_2$ foam of all the four foam qualities.
Figure 73. Graph representing the linear part of the total fluid loss vs square root of time curve for surfactant and optimal surfactant-PECNP generated CO₂ foam and various foam qualities.

From Figure 69 to Figure 73, it can be observed that both fluid loss of both aqueous phase and gaseous phase are lower for CO₂ foam generated by optimal surfactant-PECNP ratio of 8:2 compared to foam generated only by surfactant (1 wt% 2AM). This resulted in lesser total fluid loss and fluid loss coefficient for CO₂ foam generated by optimal surfactant-PECNP ratio of 8:2 compared to foam generated only by surfactant (1 wt% 2AM).
4.6 Post Fracture Cleanup Study

Sand pack test was performed to analyze the cleanup process of supercritical CO\textsubscript{2} foam as fracturing fluid. Efficiency of cleanup process by CO\textsubscript{2} foam generated by only surfactant (1 wt\% 2AM) and most optimal surfactant-PECNP ratio of 8:2 were compared for all the four different foam ratios of 70\%, 80\%, 90\% and 95\%.

Detailed procedure to perform the sand pack test was discussed in chapter 3. Before beginning the sand pack experiment, pore volume of the sand pack was measured using UV analysis and mass balance. Then the cleanup experiments was performed.

4.6.1 Pore Volume Measurement

Pore volume of the sand pack was measured both by mass balance and UV analysis. Before pore volume measurement, sand pack dimensions were measured. Then sand pack was loaded with ceramic proppant of 20/40 mesh size and weight of the sand pack loaded with proppant was measured.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand Pack Dimensions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length (in)</td>
<td>10.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Diameter (in)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Proppant (g)</td>
<td>35.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pore Volume Measurement using Mass Balance:

This is a simple technique of pore volume measurement. Dry weight of sand pack loaded with proppant and weight after saturation was measured. The difference in weight gave weight of brine in the sand pack. Then Equation 5 was used to find the pore volume
Pore Volume of Sand Pack

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry Weight (g)</td>
<td>257.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Weight (g)</td>
<td>264.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore Volume (cm$^3$)</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Pore Volume Measurement using UV Analysis_

Detailed procedure of pore volume measurement using tracer test was discussed in chapter 3. Tracer followed by RO water was injected into the sand pack at 8 ml/min and 12 ml/min. Equation 9 to Equation 14 were used to plot a graph of area vs volume injected for each flow rate for both tracer and RO water. The point of intersection of the graph was found. Difference in value of point of intersection and dead volume gave the pore volume of sand pack.
Figure 74. Area vs volume of tracer injected in the sand pack at a flow rate of 8 ml/min

Figure 75. Area vs volume of RO water injected in the sand pack at a flow rate of 8 ml/min
Figure 76. Area vs volume of tracer injected in the sand pack at a flow rate of 12 ml/min

Figure 77. Area vs volume of RO water injected in the sand pack at a flow rate of 12 ml/min
Pore volume calculated from Figure 74 to Figure 77 are summarized in Table 14 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>PV</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracer- 8ml/min</td>
<td>7.313</td>
<td>cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracer- 12ml/min</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Balance</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pore volume calculated from mass balance and tracer test at flow rate of 12 ml/min was close. Therefore, pore volume of 6.95 cm$^3$ was used for all further calculation.

4.6.2 Brine Flood

After pore volume measurements, sand pack loaded with proppant was installed in the foam setup. Detailed procedure to perform the experiment is discussed in chapter 3. Brine flood was performed at a flow rate of 6ml/min, 10 ml/min and 12 ml/min.

Figure 78. Pressure drop vs time across the sand pack during brine flood at three different flow rates
In case if the pressure drop during brine flood for the respective flow rates was not close to the one shown in Figure 78, it means either the proppants are not properly loaded in the sand pack or there might be a leak in the system.

**4.6.2 Foam Flood**

Foam flood was performed after the brine flood. CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal surfactant-PENCP ratio of 8:2 of foam qualities of 70%, 80%, 90% and 95 % were tested.

![Figure 79. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 70%](image)

Figure 79. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 70%
Figure 80. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 80%.

Figure 81. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 90%.
Figure 82. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 95%.

Figure 83. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the CO$_2$ foam generated by most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP in each of the four different foam qualities.
From Figure 83 it can be observed that with increase in foam quality the pressure drop increases, because the viscosity of foam increases with foam quality (shown in Figure 49).

### 4.6.2 Oil flood after foam flood

After the foam flood, the sand pack with proppants was filled with foam and crude oil was injected to perform oil flood. Injection of crude oil into the sand pack represents the post fracture clean up due to production of hydrocarbon. The aqueous phase in the effluent was collected in a burette during the oil flood. Clean up of the foam generated by surfactant and most optimal surfactant-PECNP was compared with cleanup of just brine (2 wt% NaCl).

![Figure 84. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the cleanup of CO₂ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 70 % during oil flood](image-url)
Figure 85. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the cleanup of CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 80% during oil flood.

Figure 86. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the cleanup of CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 90% during oil flood.
Figure 87. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the cleanup of CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 95% during oil flood.

Figure 88. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time for the cleanup of CO$_2$ foam generated by most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP in each of the four different foam qualities during oil flood.
From Figure 84 to Figure 88, it can be observed that pressure drop for the cleanup of brine is slightly higher than CO₂ foam, which means it’s easier for the cleanup of CO₂ foam compared to brine.

**Aqueous Phase Recovery after Oil Flood**

The effluent of oil flood was collected in a burette and volume of aqueous phase recovered was measured. Maximum volume ($V_{\text{max}}$) of aqueous phase after the foam flood in the sand pack can be calculated using Equation 18, given below,

**Equation 18**

$$V_{\text{max}} \text{ (ml)} = (1 - \text{(Foam Quality (\%)/100)}) \times V_p$$

Surfactant recovery can be calculated using Equation 19 given below,

**Equation 19**

$$\text{Surfactant Recovery (\%)} = \left( \frac{V}{V_{\text{max}}} \right) \times 100$$

where,

$V$ : Volume of aqueous phase (surfactant or surfactant-PECNP solution) collected in burette after the oil flood (ml)

From Figure 89, it is observed that aqueous phase recovery after oil flood for CO₂ foam generated by most optimal surfactant-PECNP ratio is greater than foam generated just by surfactant. This means that flow back of CO₂ foam generated by the most optimal surfactant-PECNP ratio is better than foam generated only by surfactant.
Figure 89. Comparison of aqueous phase recovery (%) after the oil flood between cleanups of CO₂ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal surfactant-PECNP system at all the four different foam qualities.
4.6.3 Brine flood after oil flood

After the oil flood, brine flood was performed to recover the oil in the sand pack. Recovered oil was collected in the burette and was used to calculate oil recovery (%) using the equation below, Equation 20,

\[ \text{Oil recovery (\%)} = \left( \frac{V_{oc}}{V_p} \right) \times 100 \]

Where,

\[ V_{oc} \]: Oil collected after brine flood

Figure 90. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time in brine flood after oil flood in the cleanup experiment of CO\(_2\) foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 70 % during oil flood
Figure 91. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time in brine flood after oil flood in the cleanup experiment of CO₂ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 80 % during oil flood.

Figure 92. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time in brine flood after oil flood in the cleanup experiment of CO₂ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 90 % during oil flood.
Figure 93. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time in brine flood after oil flood in the cleanup experiment of CO$_2$ foam generated by surfactant and most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP with foam quality of 95% during oil flood.

Figure 94. Pressure drop across the sand pack with time in brine flood after oil flood in the cleanup experiment of CO$_2$ foam generated by most optimal ratio of 2AM-PECNP in each of the four different foam qualities during oil flood.
Chapter 5. Conclusions

PECNP formulation was optimized for colloidal stability on the basis of minimizing size and zeta potential. Addition of PECNP to the surfactant solution for generating a more stable supercritical CO$_2$ foam and effect of foam quality on its rheological properties, stability and durability was investigated. Dynamic fluid loss and post fracture clean up efficiency of scCO$_2$ foam stabilized by addition of PECNP as fracturing fluid was investigated.

1. **Particle size and zeta potential tests**: Different ratios of PEI: DS: 2% NaCl at a range of pH were tested. PECNP formulation of 3: 1: 0.1 of PEI: DS: 2% NaCl with PEI pH of 8.5 proved to be the most favorable ratio based on the particle size and zeta potential test. Addition of PECNP to surfactant solution increased the zeta potential and made the system more stable. Various ratios of surfactant-PECNP were tested to find the most favorable ratio. 2AM: PECNP ratios of 9:1, 8:2, 7:3 and 6:4 were found to be optimized ratios due to higher value of zeta potential. These tests showed that adding PECNP to surfactant solution stabilized the foam lamellae and improved the zeta potential. Aqueous phases used to generate foam in the rheology and view cell tests were prepared with above PECNP formulations and surfactant-PECNP ratios.

2. **Rheometer tests**: The influence of foam quality and effect of PECNP on bulk rheology of scCO$_2$ was observed. Viscosity of foam at constant shear rate of 2000 s$^{-1}$ and flow consistency index values were analyzed to study the effect of PECNP and foam quality on foam rheology. It was observed that adding PECNP to surfactant solution significantly improved the viscosity and flow consistency index of CO$_2$ foam and increasing the foam quality resulted in better rheological performance of scCO$_2$ foam.
3. **View cell tests:** The influence of foam quality and effect of PECNP on foam durability and stability was studied in this test. In addition, effect of crude oil on foam durability and stability was studied in view cell tests with oil. The test results indicated that adding PECNP to surfactant significantly improved foam stability and durability compared to the foam systems generated using surfactant alone. Moreover, increasing the foam quality improved foam stability and durability. View cell test with oil indicated that presence of oil destabilized the foam lamellae, resulting in rupture of the film and quicker decay of foam compared to foam decay without crude oil. This behavior of foam will improve the post fracture clean-up.

4. **Interfacial Tension Measurements:** Influence of salinity, addition of PECNP to surfactant solution on interfacial tension between air-aqueous phase and scCO$_2$-aqueous phase was studied. The interfacial tension results were similar in both air-aqueous phase and scCO$_2$-aqueous phase systems. Increase in salinity increased the IFT. Addition of surfactant to brine solution significantly reduced the IFT, but the IFT was further reduced with addition of PECNP.

5. **Optimized surfactant-PECNP systems:** Rheometer and view cell tests were not only used to study the rheological properties, stability and durability of scCO$_2$ foam, but was also used as screening tests to find the most optimal surfactant-PENC system. Based on analyzes of their results, 2AM-PECNP ratio of 8:2 proved to be the most optimal ratio in all the four foam qualities. This surfactant-PENC ratio was used to prepare the aqueous phase for scCO$_2$ foam tested in dynamic fluid loss and post fracture clean up tests.

6. **Dynamic fluid loss tests:** Addition of optimized PECNP formulation to surfactant solution decreased the fluid loss in all the four foam quality, this resulted to lower fluid loss
coefficient for foam generated using surfactant-PECNP solution than foam generated using only surfactant solution.

7. **Sand Pack tests:** Sand pack tests were performed to study the post fracture clean-up of scCO$_2$ foam and influence of addition of PECNP to surfactant solution. Clean-up of foam was compared with brine (2% NaCl). Based on the pressure drop across the sand pack during the clean-up experiment and volume of aqueous phase collected after injection of crude oil, scCO$_2$ foam as fracturing fluid showed better clean up compared to brine. Moreover, the clean-up further improved by adding optimized PECNP formulation to surfactant solution.
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Appendix

This section provides graphs of the ramp tests conducted for various foam qualities used to calculate flow consistency index (K) and flow behavior index (n).

**Ramp Test**

In this test, shear sweep from 2000 s$^{-1}$ to 100 s$^{-1}$ and again back from 100 s$^{-1}$ to 2000 s$^{-1}$ was performed on different foam systems. Using viscosity and shear rate values, a log-log graph was plotted. Using Ostwald-de Waele equation (power law model), K and n was found. Figure 95 to Figure 98 show the log-log plot of viscosity vs shear rate for different surfactant-PECNP systems of 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% foam quality.

![Log-log plot of viscosity vs shear rate for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 70% foam quality](image)

*Figure 95. Log-log plot of viscosity vs shear rate for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 70% foam quality*
Figure 96. Log-log plot of viscosity vs shear rate for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 80% foam quality

Figure 97. Log-log plot of viscosity vs shear rate for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 90% foam quality
Figure 98. Log-log plot of viscosity vs shear rate for different surfactant-PECNP systems at 95% foam quality